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Campus Notes
Symphonette to go "down under"
SYMPHONETTE DOWN UNDER:
The Hope College Symphonette will travel to
Australia and New Zealand for its 1996 spring
tour.
The tour will run May 8-21, and will
include performances in Sydney, Wollongong
and Melbourne in Austraha, and Auckland
and Hamilton in New Zealand. There will
also be opportunities for sightseeing in the
performance cities as well as in between, in
addition to "homestays" while in both
Austraha and New Zealand.
The trip grew out of connections that the
Symphonette's director. Dr. Robert Ritsema '57,
made while in Australia during his spring,
1995, sabbatical. His sabbatical trip, in turn,
had its roots in an earher concert tour he had
conducted with the Kalamazoo Junior
Symphony Orchestra.
Most important, he noted, is a long-
standing interest in taking the Symphonette
down under.
"They are such wonderful people and look
to America very positively in terms of their
musical activities," said Dr. Ritsema, who is a
professor of music. "Which is not to say that
the/ re inferior in their musical programs. They
have some marvelous groups over there." In May, the Symphonette will conduct its first tour of Australia and New Zealand.
“Quote, unquote”
Quote, unquote is an
eclectic sampling of things
said at and about Hope
College.
"Any time we talk about the future we
have to recognize that change is a way of life.
Remember that 'permanent whitewateT that I
talked about earlier.
"Perhaps we should say leadership is the
way we make the future. And what kind of
leadership is it going to require of us as
people, as women?
"It doesn't mean a 'command and control'
style of leadership; it will be different than
that. Peter Vaill, in his book [Managing as a
performing art: New ideas for a world of chaotic
change] writing about permanent Whitewater,
says instead of just working harder, and
becoming workaholics, we need to do three
things: we need to work collectively smarter,
we need to work reflectively smarter and we
need to work spiritually smarter.
"Working collectively smarter is a
metaphor for community. It says, 'If I view all
the groups of which I'm a part as communi-
ties I'll have more commitment to them and
more involvement in them — my family, my
work, my classes, my residence hall, my city.
I see them as communities of which I'm a part
and I need to reach out and be more collabo-
rative within those environments.'
"In the 1995 freshman data that I have
mentioned several times, it was encouraging
and interesting to me that about 70 percent of
men freshman felt they were equally good at
competitiveness and cooperativeness. About
75 percent of the women felt they were good
at being cooperative, and were less interested
in competition. Men and women together
both share skills of being cooperative and col-
laborative that we can bring to this agenda of
working collectively smarter.
"Harry Truman once said, 'It's amazing
how much you can accomplish if you don't
care who gets the credit.' So how much more
can we accomplish if we’re not in a competi-
tive mode, but in a collaborative mode with
each other?
"We also need to work reflectively
smarter. We need to take the time to stand
back and set priorities — 'What is important
for me to contribute with my life? What is
important for me to do? Of all the things I
observe around me, which most need my
time?'
"We've all got to, as leaders for the future,
find time to stand back and reflect so that we
can keep perspective and keep priorities and
keep the salient issues in front of us. I have a
friend who says the value of a liberal arts edu-
cation is, if you knock on yourself there's
someone there to answer. There's a person
inside your head that has things to talk about.
"We also need to be working spiritually
smarter. This may or may not be religion for
you, but it means reaching way down deep
inside of you for your sense of authenticity,
for your sense of integrity and ethics, for the
sense of values that are so important to violate
them is to lose your way from yourself and
make you feel violated and very different.
"Because in times of permanent whitewater
it's our values that become our anchors. If we
have to make tough decisions, we make them
on principles. When if s very difficult to find a
way through that time of whitewater, you
have principles and you have values that are
guiding how you approach those decisions."
— Excerpts from "Women Shaping the
Future," presented by Dr. Susan Komives of the
graduate faculty at The University of Maryland
College Park as part of the 12th annual Women's
Week at Hope. Women's Week is scheduled in
recognition of women and their contributions, and
features a variety of public presentations, open
classes and sponsored events. March was national
Women's History Month.
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Serious clowning
Hope students dressed as clowns have been providing an entertaining,
non-threatening way for CASA’s elementary students to learn about the
dangers of substance abuse. The Hope student clowns pictured above are
(from left) Becky Denison and Nicole Hauck.
I here have been
serious reasons for
clowning around
through a new effort of
the Children’s After
School Achievement
(CASA) Program at
Hope College.
CASA's new program uses clowns to
help teach its elementary-age students
about the dangers of substance abuse. The
approach is intended to be a
non-threatening, entertaining way to
reach them.
"The idea is that it isn't a teacher or an
authority figure preaching to the
students," said Nicole Hauck, a Hope
junior from Lockport, 111., who is the
project's facilitator and one of the clowns.
"We want to help them see that they don't
have to give in to peer pressure and that
there are other things that they can do
besides turn to drugs."
Known as the "Children Learning Own
Ways Naturally (CLOWN) Together
Program for Alcohol, Tobacco, Other
Drug (ATOD) Prevention," the initiative
shares information about substance abuse
and coping skills for students to use when
confronted with the option of using such
substances. In addition to presentations
for the students during CASA's regular
sessions, the CLOWN program includes
information for parents to use in helping
their children deal with substance
abuse-related issues.
Connie Brummel, director of CASA,
noted that the new program, which
complements CASA's on-going
substance abuse education, stems from
Hauck's interest and expertise. A tutor
or lead tutor with CASA for the past two
years, Hauck had been a presenter for a
similar effort while in high school, and
proposed doing something similar at
Hope. She, the project's assistant
facilitator, junior Jennifer Sails of
Schuylerville, N.Y., and junior Becky
Denison of Milwaukee, Wis., are making
the presentations this semester.
The CLOWN program is funded in
part through a $1,521 grant from
Prevention Network. Prevention
Network is administered by Prevention
Michigan Inc., with funding provided
through the Michigan Department of
Public Health/Center for Substance
Abuse Services and the Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Federal Block
Grant, with additional funding from the
Skillman Foundation.
substance abuse prevention, cultural
awareness, academic and career
experiences to at-risk kindergarten
through fifth grade students. The
program is intended to increase the high
school graduation rate and decrease the
risk of drug and alcohol use among its
target population, traditionally-under-
represented youth. CASA's students
meet after school twice per week for two
hours per session throughout the school
year, and in the mornings during a
six-week summer session.CASA runs year-round, providing
Theatre funding completed
CHIMING IN: The Dimnent Memorial
Chapel chimes will be rededicated on
Saturday, May 4.
The ceremony will be held at 2:30 p.m.
outside the chapel, near the northeast comer,
following the Alumni Festival.
The chapel's original chimes are being
restored. The 20-tome chimes were built by
J.C. Deagan Inc. of Chicago, 111., and were
dedicated on June 17, 1929. The company
built about 500 sets of the college's variety of
chime, known as a tubular bell carillon,
between 1916 and 1957.
The effort to restore the chapel's tower
voice was spearheaded by Hope senior Ryan
Cook of Grand Rapids, Mich.
TODAY'S CHOIR: Fourteen members of
the 57-voice Hope College Chapel Choir
made an unscheduled appearance on NBC's
Today Show on Tuesday, March 19.
While in New York City during the choir's
spring break tour, they donned their choir
robes and joined the crowd that typically
gathers during Today's live, morning telecast,
since the show often provides a glimpse of its
outdoor audience. Their unusual and bright-
ly-colored attire drew the attention of roving
weather man A1 Roker, and gave them a
chance to sing "Ain'a that good news!" by
William Dawson for Today's national audience.
MR. HOLLAND'S OPUS II: The
February issue of news from Hope College noted
that one of the teachers who inspired Patrick
Sheane Duncan, who wrote the screenplay for
Mr. Holland's Opus, was Cynthia Yntema, wife
of former Hope professor Dr. Dwight Yntema.
Another who served as an inspiration was
Carl Tidd '62 of Hamilton, Mich. Now retired,
during his career as an educator Carl spent
time in the 1960s teaching and coaching at
Hamilton High School, where Duncan was one
of his students. One of the characters in the
film is named Billy Tidd, and Duncan sent Carl
an autographed movie poster with the
message, 'To Carl Tidd — An inspiration for 30
years and counting."
CALENDAR CREDIT: The 1996 SDRC
University Consortium Calendar features work
by senior Joe Stam of Holland, Mich., as its
illustration for July and August.
SDRC produces "Integrated-Design
Engineering Analysis Software" (I-DEAS),
used in computer aided design (CAD). The
calendar” s seven images were chosen through
the annual, nationwide SDRC Student
Engineering Contest.
Siam's creation is a first-stage scuba regula-
tor he produced for the college's CAD
laboratory during the 1994-95 school year.
The calendar presents both an external and a
cut-away view, {news from Hope College
readers with good memories may recall the
cut-away view from the CAD lab story that
ran on page 16 of the February, 1995, issue).
The others with work in the calendar are
from San Jose State University, the New Jersey
Institute of Technology, California State Poly-
technic University (Pomona), the University of
Waterloo, Worcester Polytechnic Institute and
Motlow State Community College.
YOUTH VOTE: Fifteen Hope students
participated in the primary kick-off in
February, as part of "Youth Vote '96."
"Youth Vote '96" is a national campaign
dedicated to mobilizing young voters. The
Feb. 16-20 activities included a kick-off
seminar hosted by Harvard University's
Institute of Politics and participating in the
New Hampshire primaries by helping to regis-
ter local voters. Speakers during the event at
Harvard included George Stephanopolous,
senior advisor to President Bill Clinton on
(Continued on page 14.)
The Arthur Vining Davis Foundations of
Jacksonville, Fla., have awarded Hope
$100,000 in support of a major renovation
and expansion of the theatre area of the
DeWitt Student and Cultural Center.
The grant completes funding for the
$520,000 project, which will involve renova-
tion of the main theatre and a major
expansion of the scenery design and construc-
tion shop. Construction will begin this fall,
immediately following the Hope Summer
Repertory Theatre season. Work is expected
to be completed by the spring of 1997.
Home to productions by both the col-
lege's department of theatre and Hope
Summer Repertory Theatre, the main theatre
and its environs have been essentially
unchanged since the theatre opened in 1971.
Renovations will include providing an
area more accessible to persons with disabil-
ities, refurbishing the auditorium seating,
changes in lighting, adding sound-proof
doors, and replacing carpeting, flooring and
the stage floor.
The theatre scene shop will be more than
quadrupled in size, expanding from 1,200
square feet to 5,400 square feet. The
three-level expansion, including basement,
main floor and second-floor "balcony"
space — will also provide a dedicated area for
working with and storing props.
The shop's current small size often
requires that sets be built on-stage, making
the theatre unavailable for other use during
not only the run of each production but also
much of set construction. The expanded
space will also help alleviate storage prob-
lems for Hope Summer Repertory Theatre,
which runs multiple shows simultaneously
and must keep the sets backstage.
In February of 1995, Hope received a
$200,000 matching grant for the project from
the Steelcase Foundation of Grand Rapids.
Other major gifts and pledges were received
from several donors and private founda-
tions. Among the contributors were many
local individuals, including members of the
Patrons for the Arts, a group of those who
appreciate and support the arts programs at
the college.
The Arthur Vining Davis Foundations
were established in 1952 by Arthur V. Davis,
a successful businessman who served as
president and chairman of Alcoa Company.
The foundations grant financial assistance to
select educational, cultural, scientific and
religious institutions. iJt
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Academic Calendar
Spring Semester (1996)
April 25, Thursday — Honors Convocation, 8 p.m.
April 26, Friday — Spring Festival, classes dismissed at 1 p.m.
April 29-May 3, Monday-Friday — Semester Examinations
May 3, Friday — Residence halls close for those not partici-
pating in Commencement, 5 p.m.
May 4, Saturday — Alumni Day
May 5, Sunday — Baccalaureate and Commencement
May 5, Sunday — Residence halls close for graduating
seniors, 7 p.m.
May Term (1996) — May 6-24
June Term (1996) — May 28 - June 14
Summer Session (1996)— June 17 - July 26
Summer Seminars (1996) — July 29 - Aug. 2
Music
Masterclass — Friday, April 12: Marcus Roberts, jazz pianist,
Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4-5:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
Junior Recital — Friday, April 12: Heidi Bronkema, soprano,
and Kent Wattleworth, tenor, Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk
Hall of Music, 6 p.m. Admission is free.
Senior Recital — Friday, April 12: Peter Kurdziel, organist,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Senior Recital — Saturday, April 13: Lisa Schrock,
mezzo-soprano, and Angela Strey, soprano, Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m. Admission is free.
Great Performance Series — Saturday, April 13: Marcus
Roberts, jazz pianist, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Tickets cost $12.50 for regular adult admission, $10 for senior
citizens and $6 for students.
Faculty Jazz Quintet Concert — Saturday, April 13:
Butch's Dry Dock, 44 E. Eighth St., downtown Holland,
Mich., 9:30 p.m.
Student Chamber Ensemble Concert — Sunday, April 14:
Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m.
Admission is free.
Faculty Recital — Sunday, April 14: with Deborah
Craioveanu, violin/ viola, and Joan Conway, piano, Wichers
Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 8 p.m.
Jazz Ensemble Concert — Monday, April 15: Butch's Dry
Dock, 44 E. Eighth St., downtown Holland, Mich., 8 p.m.
Gospel Choir Spring Concert — ^ Tuesday, April 16: Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 7 p.m. For more information, please call
(616) 395-7867.
Masterclass — Friday, April 19: with Stephen King, baritone,
Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m.
Admission is free.
Senior Recital — Friday, April 19: Sara Ter Beek, soprano,
Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 8 p.m.
Admission is free.
Haydn's The Creation — Saturday, April 20: with guest
soloists, combined choirs and the Symphonette, Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Orchestra Concerto/Aria Concert — Tuesday, April 23:
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Sophomore Recital — Wednesday, April 24: Chikako
Katsuyama, pianist, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 6 p.m.
Admission is free.
Guest Recital — Thursday, April 25: Alex Slobadyanik,
pianist, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 11 a.m. Admission is free.
Junior Recital — Friday, April 26: Kathy Pansier, pianist,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 6 p.m. Admission is free.
Sophomore Recital — Saturday, April 27: Justin French, alto
saxophone, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 5 p.m. Admission is
free.
Senior Recital — Saturday, April 27: Carl Haan, pianist,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Faculty Recital — Sunday, April 28: with Edward Mallett, low
brass, and Jan Bach, guest composer, Wichers Auditorium of
Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m. Admission is free.
Senior Recital — Friday, May 3: Edmund Redman, trombon-
ist, Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 8 p.m.
Admission is free.
Dance
Student Choreographed Dance Concert — Friday, April 26:
Knickerbocker Theatre, 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
De Free Gallery
"Senior Show" — Friday, April 5-Sunday, May 5
The gallery's hours are: Monday through Thursday, W a.m. to 20
p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.; and Sunday, 1-10
p.m. Admission is free.
Ten classes (every fifth class, 1931-76 inclusive) will be celebrating reunions on Friday-Sunday, May 3-5. The annual
Alumni Festival on Saturday, May 4, will provide an informal time for them, and for friends from non-reunion year classes,
to gather. The event will run on the DeWitt Center patio and at Van Raalte Commons from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Admissions
Campus Visits: The Admissions Office is open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays, and from 9 a.m. until noon on Saturdays.
Tours and admissions interviews are available.
Appointments are recommended.
Visitation Days offer specific programs for prospective stu-
dents, including transfers and high school juniors and seniors.
The programs show students and their parents a typical day
in the life of a Hope student. The 1996-97 dates will be
announced in the future.
Junior Day: Friday, April 19
Senior Day: Saturday, April 13
(for admitted students)
Pre-Professional Day: Wednesday, May 8
For further information about any Admissions Office event, please
call (616) 395-7850, or toll free 1-800-968-7850 or write: Hope
College Admissions Office; 69 E. 10th St.; PO Box 9000; Holland,
Ml; 49422-9000.
Knickerbocker Theatre
Downtown Holland at 86 East Eighth Street
The Knickerbocker Theatre, open Monday through Saturday,
features a variety of art, foreign and classic films, and a
number of live events.
Admission to the theatre's films costs $4.50 for adults and $3.50
for senior citizens and Hope College students. For more infor-
mation on programs and films at the Knickerbocker, please call
(616) 395-4950.
Theatre
Hedda Gabler, by Henrik Ibsen — April 18-20, 26-27
DeWitt Center main theatre, 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7 for regular adult admission, $5 for Hope faculty and
staff, and $4 for students and senior citizens. Additional informa-
tion may be obtained by calling the theatre ticket office at (616)
395-7890 beginning April 8.
Summer Repertory Theatre
25th Season Opens June 21.
Rags
The moving musical saga by Joseph Stein, Charles Strause
and Stephen Schwartz that takes up where Fiddler on the
Roof left off.
Pack of Lies
A spy thriller by Hugh Whitmore set in Cold War-era
England.
Babes in Arms
A musical romp by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart that
captures the fun and spirit of summer stock theatre.
As You Like It
William Shakespeare's celebration of the triumph of love
and laughter over greed and bitterness.
Chaps!
Limited encore performances of last summer's hit cowboy
musical by Jahnna Beecham and Malcolm Hillgartner.
The ticket office, located in the theatre lobby of the DeWitt Center,
opens on Tuesday, May 28, and can be called on or after that date
at (616) 395-7890.
Alumni & Friends
Regional Events
Fort Worth, Texas — Sunday, April 21, 1-3 p.m.
Texas-style barbeque at the home of Tim '80 and
Marianne Dykema '81 Griffin.
Novi, Mich. — Sunday, April 21, 1:30 p.m.
The annual Southeastern Michigan Spring Lunch, at the
Novi Hilton. Dr. Theodore Nielsen, who is the Guy
Vanderjagt Professor of Communication at Hope, will
discuss "The 6 O'clock News as Seen in Western
Michigan: A Study of Style."
Grand Rapids, Mich., Golf Outing — Monday, June 17;
Crystal Springs Golf Course
Holland, Mich., Golf Outing — Monday, July 8; Holland
Country Club
Novi, Mich. Golf Outing — Saturday, Aug. 3; Links of Novi
Alumni Weekend — Friday-Sunday, May 3-5
In addition to reunions for every fifth class from 1931 to
1976, the weekend will include events open to all alumni.
The annual Alumni Festival will be Saturday from 12:30
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. on the DeWitt Center patio and at Van
Raalte Commons. A rededication ceremony for the chapel's
chimes will follow at 2:30 p.m. near the chapel.
The Alumni Banquet, featuring the presentation of the
Distinguished Alumni Awards and the Meritorious Service
Award, will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Phelps Hall dining
room (tickets are required for the dinner).
In addition, there will be a reception for members of the
50-Year Circle (Class of '46 and prior) beginning at 3:30
p.m. at the Maas Center auditorium.
For additional information concerning alumni events, please call
the Office of Public and Alumni Relations at (616) 395-7860.
Summer Sports Camps
Soccer Camps
Day Camp — three camps: June 10-14; 17-21; 24-28 (ages 6+)
Elite Camps — two camps: July 7-12; 14-19 (ages 12-18)
Boys Basketball Hoops Camp — July 8-19 (fifth-ninth grades)
Hope College Football Camp — July 28-31 (ninth-12th grades)
Additional information about the above programs may be obtained
by calling Joyce McPherson at (616) 395-7690. Information con-
cerning other summer sports camps at Hope zoill be published in the
June issue of news from Hope College.
Traditional Events
Honors Convocation — Thursday, April 25, 8 p.m.
Baccalaureate and Commencement — Sunday, May 5
Instant Information
Information Lines (including sports):
(616) 395-7863 or (616) 395-7888
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Graduation activities are May 5
Ur. John Shaughnessy
of the Hope faculty had
the first word with the
college’s Class of 1996,
and he’ll have the last
word, too.
Dr. Shaughnessy will be this year's
Commencement speaker at Hope, on
Sunday, May 5, 1996. He also inaugurated
the current graduating class' academic expe-
rience, as the opening convocation speaker
on Sunday, Aug. 30, 1992, when its members
were new Hope freshmen.
His 1992 address, "The Real World of
Hope," encouraged the students to be sensi-
tive to the real-life lessons they could leam
in college, and not to be hampered by
doubts that the academic environment
would shelter them from reality.
His Commencement address, "You Were
Good," will present a new message: affir-
mation of who the students are and then-
accomplishments, and encouragement to
give continued good efforts. The title is
taken from the film Field of Dreams.
Approximately 550 seniors will be partic-
ipating in Commencement, the college's
131st, which will be held on Sunday, May 5,
at 3 p.m. in Holland Municipal Stadium.
The college's Baccalaureate services, with a
sermon by the Rev. Dr. I. John Hesselink of
Western Theological Seminary, will be held
earlier in the day, at 9:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
A member of the Hope faculty since 1975,
Dr. Shaughnessy teaches courses including
"Introduction to Psychology," "Human
Memory" and "Research Methods." He was
appointed an assistant professor when he
joined the faculty, and was promoted to
associate professor in 1982 and full professor
in 1992.
In April of 1992, the graduating class
elected him recipient of the "Hope
Outstanding Professor Educator" (H.O.P.E.)
award. The award, first given in 1965, is
presented by the graduating class to the pro-
fessor who they feel epitomizes the best
qualities of the Hope College educator.
Dr. Shaughnessy's books include
Experimentation in Psychology, co-authored
with Benton Underwood; Research Methods
in Psychology, co-authored with E.B.
Zechmeister; and A Practical Introduction to
Research Methods in Psychology, also written
with Zechmeister and designed to be used
primarily as a companion to their other
book. He has also written or co-written
many articles, which have appeared in pub-
lications such as the Journal of Verbal Learning
and Verbal Behavior, American journal of
Psychology, journal of Experimental Psychology
and Memory and Cognition.
Dr. Hesselink is the Albertus C. Van
Dr. John Shaughnessy
Raalte Professor of Systematic Theology at
the seminary and president of the General
Synod of the Reformed Church in America
(RCA). He is also a minister of the RCA.
Dr. Hesselink was president of the semi-
nary from 1973 to 1985, and has been
professor of systematic theology since then.
He was elected to his one-year term as presi-
dent of the General Synod in June of 1995, and
served as vice president the previous year.
Before he joined the seminary faculty, he
and his wife Etta were missionaries in Japan
for more than 20 years. For 12 of those years
Rev. Dr. I. John Hesselink
he taught historical theology and ecclesiasti-
cal Latin at Tokyo Union Theological
Seminary; he also lectured in Christian doc-
trine at Meiji Gakuin University in Tokyo.
His publications include the books On
Being Reformed, Christ's Peace — Live It and
Calvin's Concept of the Law. He has also had
essays published in 24 books, and reviews
and articles in 25 journals and periodicals.
In the event of rain. Commencement will
be held at the Holland Civic Center.
Admission to Baccalaureate, and Com-
mencement if indoors, is by ticket only, yk
Trip provides Olympic lessons
T he college’s Baker
Scholars had a golden
opportunity in February to
look behind the scenes at
the forthcoming Summer
Olympics in Atlanta, Ga.
The 10-member student group spent Feb.
8-13 in the city, meeting with organizers
responsible for everything from Atlanta's
initial efforts to host the games, to
promotions like daily "countdown" t-shirt
auctions, to the logistics involved in handling
the 500,000 visitors the city expects daily.
"I thought it was a fantastic opportunity,
because we got to get an inside look at the
Olympics," said Kara Doezema, a senior
from Grand Rapids, Mich.
"It was a great experience," said Cindy
Buonopane, a junior from Lincoln, Mass.
"The whole experience of being able to
organize a small group of students and to go
somewhere like we did, is an opportunity I
don't think I would get someplace else."
Time at the Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games (ACOG) provided insights
into logistics — such as how the organizers
are planning to handle the 500,000 visitors
who'll show daily during the games
(described as akin to managing seven Super
Bowls each day); sources of funds and their
use; and promotion of the assorted sponsors.
There was a meeting with partners of the
large Atlanta law firm of King and Spalding,
whose varied involvement has included
serving on the committee that formed a
decade ago to draw the games, handling the
real estate work necessary to acquire space
for new stadiums and so forth, and
defending the Olympic logo against
unauthorized use.
adjust their work schedules accordingly
(some will close for the duration). They
heard that corporations have been
purchasing and renovating buildings in the
area for use as executive suites — and expect
to recoup their investments diming the
games' run. They discovered an entire world
of activity beyond and behind the athletic
activity that is the raison d'etre for it all.
“ We could really see, from so many
perspectives, what it takes to put together
an event like the Olympics.”
— Arin Neucks ’97
The public relations firm of Cohn and
Wolfe, representing 17 Olympic sponsors,
discussed its work, and provided the
students with an opportunity to participate
in an auction for a commemorative Hanes
t-shirt. Each day for the 500 days before the
games begin, one of the shirts, numbered for
the days remaining, is being auctioned. The
day the students were present, the shirt
(#158) sold for $2,000. (The bidding started
at $1. Although the students made a go for
it, the shirt went to someone else.)
The students learned that the streets
downtown will be shut down each day,
compelling the businesses in the area to
"We could really see, from so many
perspectives, what it takes to put together an
event like the Olympics," said Arin Neucks,
a junior from Indianapolis, Ind. "There's a
small army of people down there who for
years have been working on putting this
show together."
Tony Muiderman, professor of business
administration and the group's advisor,
credited friends and alumni of the college
for making the trip work. When the Baker
Scholars announced in a newsletter that they
hoped to visit Atlanta, offers to arrange
activities or provide contacts poured in.
"We really had one of the most fabulous
trips, arranged by people who wanted to
help us out and connected us with the
various Olympic game components," he
said.
The trip wasn't about the Olympics only,
either. For example, the students also visited
Deloitte & Touche, an accounting firm, and
The Atlanta Constitution and The Atlanta
Journal, the city' s major morning and evening
newspapers. They also spent one evening
having dinner with two former Baker
Scholars living in the Atlanta area — Myron
Schmidt '74 and wife Denise, and Mark Fikse
'87 and wife Sally Rutgers '87 Fikse.
The George F. Baker Scholars program at
Hope was established more than 25 years
ago through the Baker Trust as a way of
recognizing the significant role that small,
liberal arts colleges play in preserving and
articulating the best American values.
Although the trust withdrew from
supporting such educational projects in 1978,
the name was retained in Baker's honor.
The Hope program schedules a variety of
events each year, including the annual
February trip, which runs during the
college's Winter Break. The program seeks
to develop the business leadership potential
of a select group of students, emphasizing
academic excellence, quality of character,
responsibility and motivation.
Hope has 10 Baker Scholars each year.
The members are rising juniors chosen by
outside review, and participate in the
organization for two years, uk
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Association honors three alumni
P he Hope College Alumni
Association will present
three graduates with Distin-
guished Alumni Awards
during the college’s Alumni
Day on Saturday, May 4.
Being honored this year are Dr. James
Neckers '23 of Carbondale, 111., the Rev. Dr.
Robert Bedingfield '56 of Grand Rapids,
Mich., and John Dryfhout '64 of Windsor,
Vt./Comish, N.H.
The annual Distinguished Alumni
Awards are presented by the Alumni
Association Board of Directors in recognition
of the awardees' contributions to society and
service to Hope. The award, presented
during the college's Alumni Banquet, is the
highest honor that alumni can receive from
the college's Alumni Association.
Dr. Neckers was a member of the chem-
istry faculty at Southern Illinois University-
Carbondale for 40 years, serving as depart-
ment chair for 36 years.
When he started at the university, it
awarded only a B.Ed. degree, had 1,200 stu-
dents and a chemistry faculty of two with
master's degrees. By the time he retired,
enrollment had increased to 21,000, and the
university awarded doctorates; the chem-
istry faculty had increased to 21, all with
Ph.Ds, under his direction. The university's
first Ph.D. recipient was a Hope graduate.
Dr. Nicholas Vanderborgh '60, in 1964.
Dr. Neckers received the "Great Teacher
Award" by vote of the members of the
Southern Illinois University Alumni
Association in 1966, and he was named to
the "Hall of Fame" by the State University
Retirement System of Illinois for his role in
organizing, during 1940-41, a trust fund for
retirees. He was honored by the Lion's
International Foundation in 1993, and in
1995 was recognized as a 70-year member of
the American Chemical Society.
He has been a member of First
Presbyterian Church in Carbondale since
1928, and served the church as a member of
the church session (elder), superintendent of
Sunday school and member of the choir.
Dr. Neckers holds two graduate degrees
from the University of Illinois: an M.S. in
chemistry, and a Ph.D. in inorganic chem-
istry.
His wife was Jeanette Hoffman '23
Neckers, now deceased. He has a daughter,
Nancy Blackwell; her daughter Anne
(Blackwell) Salter is a 1977 Hope graduate.
Dr. Bedingfield is senior minister of
Central Reformed Church in Grand Rapids.
He was in the U.S. Navy from 1959 to
1982. His service included a tour in Vietnam
as a chaplain with the Third Marine
Division; co-directing the Navy's Race
Relations Program while on the staff of the
Chief of Naval Operations; being senior
chaplain aboard the aircraft carrier USS
Nimitz; and being senior protestant chaplain
at the United States Naval Academy. He
received several medals while in the Navy,
including three Legions of Merit, three
Bronze Stars and a Purple Heart.
After he left the Navy, he became senior
minister at The Reformed Church of
Bronxville, N.Y. He came to Central
Reformed in Grand Rapids in 1988.
Dr. Bedingfield has been the member of
Rev. Dr. Robert Bedingfield ’56
several community boards, including of the
Marriage and Family Center, Builders
Exchange, ICCF and G.R.A.C.E., in addition
to serving on the board of trustees of Central
College in Pella, Iowa. He has lectured at
both Calvin College in Grand Rapids and at
Western Theological Seminary. In addition,
he is a certified high school soccer referee,
and referees 45 games a year in Michigan.
He holds an M.Div. from New Brunswick
Theological Seminary, an S.T.M. from Duke
University and a D.Min. from New York
Theological Seminary.
Dr. Bedingfield and his wife, Nancy
Gaikema '56 Bedingfield, have a daughter,
Robin.
Dryfhout is superintendent and curator in
chief with the Saint-Gaudens National
Historical Site in Cornish, N.H., and recog-
nized as a leading authority on American
sculpture.
After Hope, he earned a master's in
museum administration from the University
of Michigan. He subsequently joined the
National Park Service of the U.S.
Department of the Interior, receiving addi-
tional responsibilty through the years as
regional curator for the NPS and at the
Saint-Gaudens National Historical Site.
John Dryfhout ’64
Dryfhout has published studies in the
history of American industry, art and archi-
tecture. He has lectured and written
extensively on Augustus Saint-Gaudens, the
noted American sculptor and artist of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.
His publications include The Work of
Augustus Saint-Gaudens, published in 1982
by the University Press of New England.
The book chronicles all of Saint-Gaudens' s
more than 200 known works, which include
bas reliefs, bronze monuments, cameos and
coins.
His community involvement includes
serving on the Board of Advisors of the
Upper Valley Land Trust of New
Hampshire and Vermont, chairing the
New Hampshire Association of Historic
District Commissions, serving as vice chair
of the New Hampshire Visual Arts
Coalition, serving as vice president and
secretary of Historic Windsor, Vt, and
serving on the advisory committee of the
art gallery at Keene State College in New
Hampshire. His honors include a 1983
Judd-Appleman Award from the National
Park Service, and a 1991 Saint-Gaudens
Award from the Saint-Gaudens Memorial
Board of Trustees.
Jeanne Jacobson joins growing institute
Ur. Jeanne Jacobson
has joined Hope’s A.C. Van
Raalte Institute for
Historical Studies as a
senior research fellow.
Established in 1994, the A.C. Van Raalte
Institute for Historical Studies supports
research and writings on the history and her-
itage of Holland in particular and of the
Dutch in the United States in general.
Dr. Jacobson is the second full-time
researcher to join the institute's staff, which
since 1994 has consisted of director Dr. Elton
Bruins '50 and part-time student help.
Dr. Jacobson was previously a member of
the faculty at Western Michigan University
in Kalamazoo for eight-and-a-half years,
serving most recently as an associate profes-
sor and interim chair of the Department of
Education and Professional Development.
She is also the wife of Hope College's
president. Dr. John H. Jacobson. Her new,
unsalaried, position with the institute
enables her to become more involved in the
life of the college while pursuing a new field
of interest.
"As I look back on my career, some of the
richest opportunities have occurred rather
unexpectedly — such as a year of teaching at
a free school in the early '70s and serving for
seven years as the general studies principal
of a Jewish day school before moving to
Michigan," she said.
"This new opportunity, which I sought
out when 1 became aware of the work of the
institute, is also an example, for me, of
serendipity," Dr. Jacobson said. "It allows
me to work at Hope, and for Hope, without
doing something inappropriate for a presi-
dent's wife — drawing resources away from
the college."
"The study and writing which I have
begun to do for the institute are deeply inter-
esting to me, and I am enthusiastic about
contributing to the institute with a variety of
publications," she said. "In fact, now that I
am becoming immersed in the riches of the
Archives, I see even more paths opening
than the several projects Elton Bruins and I
originally planned together."
Dr. Jacobson's research interests include
the life of Hope's first president, the Rev.
Philip Phelps Jr.; the reforming of foreign
religious missions following the end of
World War II; the Dutch in the eastern
United States, who were instrumental in
helping the early Dutch settlers of western
Michigan; and the Rev. A.C. Van
Raalte — about whom Bruins is currently
writing a book.
Her first article written through the insti-
tute concerns the Hope College Remembrancer,
an early college news and fund-raising pub-
lication. It was published in the
Winter/Spring '96 issue of the quarterly
newsletter of the Joint Archives of Holland.
She writes and speaks on several subjects:
mystery, history, literature, children's litera-
ture and educational topics. She anticipates
that an educational textbook. Content Area
Learning and Teaching; Integration with the
Language Arts, wall be published later this
year.
Dr. Jacobson has been an editor of Reading
Horizons since 1988, and is an associate editor
of the Drood Review of Mystery. She is a
member of several professional associations
concerned with teaching and the teaching of
reading.
She holds a bachelor's degree in English
literature from Swarthmore College in
Swarthmore, Pa., a master's in reading edu-
cation from State University College at
Brockport, N.Y., and a doctorate in educa-
tional psychology and statistics from State
University of New York at Albany.
The A.C. Van Raalte Institute for
Historical Studies is fully supported
through gifts to the coOege's endowment by
Peter Huizenga '60 of Oak Brook, 111., who
is a member of the college's board of
trustees, and his mother, Elizabeth
Huizenga of Westmont, 111. Including
Peter, four of Elizabeth Huizenga's children
graduated from Hope — as did some of her
grandchildren.
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Alumni News
Class Notes
News and information for class notes, mar-
riages, advanced degrees and deaths are compiled
for news from Hope College by Greg Olgers '87.
News should be mailed to: Alumni News;
Hope College Public and Alumni Relations; 141 E.
12th St.; PO Box 9000; Holland, MI 49422-9000.
Internet users may send to:
NEWSFROMHOPE@HOPE.EDU
All submissions received by the Public
Relations Office by Tuesday, March 12, have been
included in this issue. Because of the lead time
required by this publication's production sched-
ule, submissions received after that date (with the
exception of obituary notices) have been held for
the next issue, the deadline for which is Tuesday,
May 7.
1930s
John Buteyn Sr. '36 of Plano, Texas, founded
Job-Net, a program for persons between jobs,
under the auspices of the Reformed Church in
Plano. The program, which has been functioning
for more than five years, has reached more than
700 persons in the Plano and North Dallas areas.
James De Weerd '36 and Marijane Brouillet '38
De Weerd of Rochester, Minn., will be celebrating
their 57th wedding anniversary in July, They
were married in the Hope College Chapel (now
Dimnent Chapel) in 1939.
George Douma '36 of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
served as winter pastor at Palmetto Palms church
in Fort Myers, Fla.
Anne Dethmers '36 Huizenga moved to Freedom
Village in Holland, Mich., in March of 1995.
Myron Kollen '36 of Kalamazoo, Mich., received a
patent expediting production of floral arrange-
ments and prolonging their life.
David Laman '36 of Ripon, Calif., is associate
pastor of Calvary Reformed Church in Ripon,
where his son Ehiane is senior pastor. He makes
calls and visits, teaches a Sunday school class,
leads a prayer group and the seniors organization,
and preaches occasionally.
Doris Van Lente '36 Neckers of Holland, Mich.,
notes that her and husband M. Carlyle Neckers
'35's three sons and their wives are all Hope grad-
uates, as are two of their grandchildren.
Foster Van Vliet '36 of East Lansing, Mich.,
reports that he has been retired since 1975, and
that he and wife Harriet are in good health.
1940s
Virginia Ellison '40 Boswell of East Lansing,
Mich., and her husband, James, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 12, 1996. They
were married at Third Reformed Church in
Holland, Mich.
Lucille (Lucky) Kardux '40 Roberts of Lakeland,
Fla., and her husband, Charles, are active charter
members of the new North Lakeland Presbyterian
Church. She is in charge of assigning greeters for
both services; he often ushers at the early service.
Lucky is also a member of Mended Hearts Inc., a
support group for heart patients, and volunteers
one day a week in the Coronary Care Waiting
room at Lakeland Regional Medical Center.
Helen Leslie '41 Lough of Parkersburg, W.Va.,
had heart surgery, an aortic valve replacement, in
August of 1995.
Tunis Miersma '41 of Holland, Mich., since retir-
ing has wintered in Mesa, Ariz., from December
through April.
If there's one thing upon which
Hope alumni agree, it's that the alumni
updates in nezvs from Hope College are a
favorite (and sometimes the favorite)
part of the paper.
They don't, however, write them-
selves. That' s where you come in.
Consider this a formal invitation to
submit a sentence or two about yourself
for the next issue (or the one after that,
or the one after that, or...). It's free!
(Well, unless you count the cost of sta-
tionery or postage, etc.) It's mostly
painless!
Maybe you're working at a new job,
or have been promoted. Or not. Maybe
you're involved in community theatre,
or in the middle of a master's program,
or serving on your city's Board of
Zoning Appeals, or run road races, or
coach your child's soccer team. With
24,000 alumni out there, the possibilities
are nearly endless. (But no engagement
announcements, please— that's what the
"marriages" section is for!)
For your convenience, we're running
the "classnotes" form on page 12. If
you just can't bring yourself to hack
apart your beloved news from Hope
College (a sentiment your editor not
only understands but appreciates),
simply send us a letter— or an e-mail
message. The form includes addresses
for both.
There are friends and classmates out
there just waiting to find out how
you're doing.
S0...G0 ahead. Make someone's day.
Alumni Board of Directors
Officers
Janet Lawrence '80, President, Schenectady, N.Y. Jennifer Liggett '80, Vice President, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Bryan Bush '84, Secretary, Anaheim, Calif.
Board Members
Janette Vandenberg 79 Aardema, Grand Rapids, Mich. John Broadbent 79, Livonia, Mich.
Claire Vander Meulen 75 Gibbs, Melbourne, Ha.Ken Dulow '64, Ocean, N.J.
Marianne Dykema ’81 Griffin, Fort Worth, Texas
Doris Kellom '80, Arlington, Mass.
Valerie Pacheco '96, Holland, Mich.
Linda Selnnder '64 Schaap, Barrington, 111.
Andrew Van Eden '97, Holland, Mich.
Richard Webster '84, Sterling, Va.
Michael Yantis '95, Portage, Mich.
Liaison
Lynne Powe ’86, Alumni Director
Vicky TenHaken '81 Hawken, Baldwinsville, N.Y.
Michelle Baker '89 Laverman, Phoenix, Ariz.
Michael Percy '86, Mentor, Ohio
Jane Terpstra '82, Minneapolis, Minn.
Kay Moores 76 Walker, Traverse City, Mich.
Martha Corbin '72 Whiteman, Indianapolis, Ind.
Chester Toren '41 of Lansing, 111., is serving on
the supervision committee of Classis Uliana of
the Reformed Church in America. He reports
that he enjoys weekly bowling and golf
(weather permitting), but is slowing down in
other activities. He also writes, "I don't get to
see my widespread kids and grandchildren as
often as I'd like!"
Gordon Van Wyk '41 of Louisville, Ky., since
retiring has been named a trustee of Meiji
Gakuin's University's high school in Sweetwater
(he was an ordained missionary-educator at Meiji
Gakuin University from 1953 to 1985). The post
takes him back to the university in Tokyo, Japan,
about once a year for board meetings.
Henry "Cy" Voogd '41 of Holland, Mich., reports
that he was a charter member of the Hope
Academy of Senior Professionals (HASP), estab-
lished in 1988.
T. Phillip Waalkes '41 of Potomac, Md., reports
that his wife of 43 years, Frances, died in 1988. He
is now married to Helen Hayes Smith, who he
wed in 1992.
Theodore Zandstra '41 of Holland, Mich., reports
that grandson Russ Nykamp '96, who is graduat-
ing from Hope in May, is the fourth generation of
his family to attend Hope.
Mike De Young '46 of Livermore, Colo., has
retired to his ranch in the mountains of northern
Colorado after 40 years in medical practice. He
was most recently (1990-95) with the USPHS-
Indian Health Service at the Pine Ridge
Reservation.
Kenneth Stickney '46 of Holland, Mich., reports
that he had a part in the planting of Rose Park
Baptist Church of Holland and Calvary Cathedral,
now the Day Star Church.
1950s
Elton J. Bruins '50 of Holland, Mich., director of
the A.C. Van Raalte Institute for Historical Studies
Crew Reunion
The Alumni Office was recently informed
that, according to the archived company
records of the Chicago, Duluth, and
Georgian Bay Transit Company, many Hope
alumni were also summer crew members,
during their college years, of the S.S. North
American and S.S. South American, two
cruise ships that worked the Great Lakes for
more than 50 years (1913-67).
A first-ever crew reunion is being planned
to bring all of the ships' former crew
members together. The reunion will be held
in Detroit, Mich., during the weekend of July
26-28. Details can be obtained from: P.J.
Henry; Crew Reunion; P.O. Box 032; Walled
Lake, MI 48390-0032.
at Hope, has had the second edition of The
Americanization of a Congregation released by the
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company.
Max Frego '50 of Grand Haven, Mich, has retired
after 33 years in the Catholic priesthood. He
served churches in Big Rapids, Grand Rapids,
Muskegon, Bannister, Ithaca and Bay City, all in
Michigan. He is still active in retirement, with
part-time substituting, traveling, fishing and
hunting.
M. Samuel Noordhoff '50, who has been an RCA
medical missionary in Taiwan for the past 36
years, received the highest medical award given
by the government of the Republic of China. He is
credited with starting the first bum unit and the
first intensive care unit, and with establishing Life
Line, a suicide prevention center. He was also
cited for his contributions in education and the
field of plastic surgery, first at Mackay Memorial
Hospital and later at the Chang Gung Memorial
Hospital. Dr. Noordhoff, whose specialty is cleft
lip and palate surgery, trained more than 40
plastic surgeons at Chang Gung, which has one of
the largest plastic surgery centers in Asia. In 1989,
he established the Noordhoff Craniofacial
Foundation to help children with cleft lip and
palate deformities whose parents cannot afford
the surgery; last year, the foundation helped 981
patients, sponsored public education seminars
and made research grants in craniofacial surgery.
Eloise Ihrman '51 Ekema reports that she and
husband Roger moved to Holland, Mich., from
Grand Rapids, Mich., in September of 1993.
LaVeme Sikkema '51 of Holland, Mich., spent
seven weeks in Ethiopia in January and February
of 1996, helping to rebuild a mission clinic at a
remote station, Adura, followed by one month
assisting MAF in Nairobi, Kenya.
Harrison Visscher '51 of Holland, Mich., retired in
August of 1994 as director of education at
American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists in Washington, D.C.
Lyle VanderWerff '56 is a professor of religion
and director of international programs at
Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa. On
March 20, 1996, he received an honorary degree
from one of Northwestern's sister colleges in
Japan: Keiwa College, a Christian institution
located in Shibata City, Niigata prefecture.
James Ziegler '56 and wife Laurel of Muskegon,
Mich., are planning on retiring in a year or two
and spending their time between Big Rapids,
Mich., and Florida.
MaryAIice Ferguson '57 Ritsema of Holland,
Mich., recently won the Cora L. Visscher Child
Advocate Award, given annually by the
Children's Resource Network in Holland to a
person or group that has reached out to children.
She is executive director of Park Township Tot
Time Nursery, which she founded two decades
ago.
Harold Gazan '59 of Lansing, Mich., retired on
Jan. 31, 1996, after 34.6 years with the Michigan
(Continued on page 10.)
f Hope online
- Here are some ways to reach
? Hope College through cyberspace.
To send nezvs from Hope College
an alumni news update (or change
of address, etc.) via Internet:
NEWSFROMHOPE@HOPE.EDU
To reach the Hope College home
page on the World Wide Web:
http://www.hope.edu/
Hope's Web site includes events and
alumni news listings, as well as
academic and administrative
departmental pages. Like the rest of
the Web, Hope's site is ever-growing
and ever-evolving.
To receive the daily Hope Sports
Report free via Internet: You need
only ask (and provide your e-mail
address at the news from Hope College
Internet address listed above).
To put yourself or someone you
know on the Hope admissions
mailing list via Internet, write:
ADMISSIONS@HOPE.EDU
(The office requests the name of the
person doing the submitting; the
name of the student [if not the same);
and the student's home address,
school, home phone number, academic
interest and year of graduation.)
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Winter Sports Roundup
Number Two in Nation, Number Om
One of the richest Hope
College athletic traditions is
men’s basketball.
The Flying Dutchmen have won more Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association titles than any other
league school and compete regularly in the NCAA
Division III championships. However, advancement
through the national tournament was always elusive.
Up until this year.
This season the Flying Dutchmen achieved what no
other Hope men's basketball team could accomplish
over 91 years of intercollegiate basketball. The team
advanced through the NCAA tournament to gain a
berth in the Final Four. And during the run, the team
and its fans packed enough thrills and memories into
the season to last a long time.
Throughout the season the team and fans rallied
around the theme: "Just One Goal." Ceremonial
actions such as cutting down the net after important
victories did not occur because of this goal — get to
Salem, Va., for the Final Four.
The storybook tournament run started in an
unconventional place, at the college's Dow Center.
For the second year in a row, the Holland Civic
Center, Hope's regular season home, was deemed
inadequate for NCAA competition because of court
size. So more than 1,500 fans crammed into the Dow
to witness exciting victories over MIAA rival
Kalamazoo (65-62) and Ohio Athletic Conference
champion John Carroll (80-61). Hope had now
advanced further than ever before in Division III
action.
The next challenge was no less daunting. Sectional
tournament competition was to be held in
Springfield, Ohio, at Wittenberg University, home of
the winningest tradition in Division III basketball
history. And the competition was no less challenging
because the opposition included two colleges that
already possessed national championship trophies.
The Flying Dutchmen were up to the task. They
totally dominated Wisconsin-Whitewater (88-66) and
then, in the championship game, handed Wittenberg
its first home court loss of the season, 69-60.
Hundreds of hand-held signs proclaiming "Final
Four" appeared among Hope fans.
It was on to Salem!
Hope College basketball enthusiasm hit Salem with
a bang. Decked out in orange-and-blue, fans arrived
from throughout the country by plane, bus, van and
car. The response from Hope fans caused the tourna-
ment hosts to increase the seating capacity in the
gymnasium.
Hope's semi-final opponent was the nation's
top-rariked regular season Division III team, Franklin
& Marshall, Pa. How would the Flying Dutchmen be
able to stop a team that was averaging nearly 90 points
a game? Defense! There was no need to rewrite a suc-
cessful script as the Flying Dutchmen prevailed, 76-57.
Hope fans were delirious. The Hying Dutchmen
were in the national championship game. Several
hundred fans celebrated at a post-game rally, and the
next morning more than 200 people attended an
Alumni Association-sponsored breakfast in Salem.
The mood was upbeat. Win or lose, the Hying
Dutchmen had achieved their goal.
The Hying Dutchmen were again the underdog as
they approached the fc
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Fan spirit rocks Salem
By Glyn Williams
Glyn Williams is a sophomore from Tempe, Ariz., and a sports
writer for the Hope student newspaper, The Anchor. He
covered the Flying Dutchmen throughout their tournament run.
M ore Hope student basketball
fans than a common man can
count arrived in Salem, Va., for the
NCAA Division III championships
not knowing what to expect.
Would the Hying Dutchmen be simply overpowered
by the other teams? Would a 12-hour bus ride through the
middle of the night to this place called Salem be worth it?
The now infamous student "Dew Crew" was there in
force to fully and unequivocally prove its role as the sixth
man of the team.
Led by the combination of Jeff "Spanky" Amlotte (a
junior from Alpena, Mich.) and the acrobatic Hope cheer-
leaders, the throng of orange-clad students would not be
outdone. No other team's fans cheered louder and no
one had more unity than our Dew Crew.
Amazingly, Hope students began spring break the day
the semi-final game was played. Many students gave up
their first day of break to travel to Virginia. Others (tire
men's and women's tennis teams, for example) altered
their routes en route to their annual spring break trips.
The amazing thing is that Hope's fans were exception-
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Coach Glenn Van Wieren ’64 guided the Flying
Dutchmen to their most successful season ever.
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ink a school-record seven three-point
ie championship game and finished with 39
eighUssists. When he fouled out in the
indsd the game, the gymnasium erupted
into thunderous applause from all quarters in recogni-
tion of his incredible work. Senior Duane Bosma
capped his All-America career with 28 points.
The team's return to Holland was no less memo-
rable than each exciting game. Arriving in town with
police escort, the team was applauded by hundreds of
fans who lined downtown Eighth Street and then gath-
ered in front of the Dow Center where it all began three
weeks before. One newspaper summed up everyone's
feelings: second in nation, first in heart.
"I am so proud of my team for its effort, passion,
will to win, and industriousness to hang together to
execute the plan we've had all year/' said coach Glenn
Van Wieren '64 after the championship game.
Describing the season as an incredible journey, Van
Wieren noted: "You start with a vision. And you hope,
you pray, you believe."
Available now! “NCAA Division III
Championship Finals” souvenir t-shirts
and sweatshirts. For more information,
please call 1 -GOO-946-4673.
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Junior Emily Schmidt glided to the MIAA championship in three-meter diving.
Excellence thaws
winter's chill
Another growing Hope
athletic tradition is
excellence during the
winter sports season.
Maybe it's the welcome opportunity to
escape Michigan's winter weather blasts
through indoor competition.
A year ago, all four of Hope's winter teams
won conference championships. This year
three teams finished among the nation's top 10
in their respective sport.
It all adds up to Hope leading the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association all-sports
standings. This award, won by Hope 12 of the
last 16 years, goes to the MIAA member
college with the best cumulative performance
in the 18 sports for men and women.
In addition to the NCAA runnerup finish
of the men's basketball team, the women's
swimming team finished fifth at the Division
III national championships and the men's
swimming squad ended eighth. Never before
has Hope had three teams among the nation's
top 10 in the same season.
Coach John Patnott's teams have now each
finished among the nation's top 10 teams for
six consecutive years. All 16 of Hope's quali-
fiers for this year's national meets returned an
NCAA All-American.
Senior Kristen Hoving of Oak Brook, 111.,
was the third-leading pointer-getter in the
national meet. She won the national champi-
onship in the 500-yard
freestyle in school-
record time, and was
the silver medalist in
both the 1,650-yard
freestyle and 200-yard
butterfly.
Hoving's gold medal
performance marked
the 20th NCAA nation-
al championship for
Hope swimmers (women and men) since
1987. She ended her collegiate career an
NCAA All-American 21 times, 1 1 times as an
individual and 10 times in relay events.
Senior Keith Nykamp of Holland, Mich.,
earned All- America honors for the fourth con-
secutive year in the 200-yard backstroke with
a seventh place finish.
Hope had seven All-America perfor-
mances in relay events: four in the women's
meet and three in the men's.
Earning All-America recognition for per-
Kristen Hoving
formances in the women's 200-yard medley
(3rd), 400-yard medley (4th), 800-yard
freestyle (5th) and 200-yard freestyle (6th)
were junior Lindy Chelf of Wooster, Ohio;
senior Dawn DeBoer of Spring Lake, Mich.;
junior Dana Horner of Ypsilanti, Mich.;
Kristen Hoving; junior Megan Hunter of Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; senior Teresa Kirkland of
Cheney, Wash.; senior Nicole Lamkey of
Barrington, 111.; senior Denice Masselink of
Holland, Mich.; sophomore Simone Scher of
Ann Arbor, Mich.; and junior Melissa Thiel of
Chelsea, Mich.
Keith Nykamp
In the men's meet, All-America recogni-
tion was gained in the 200-yard freestyle
(3rd), 200-yard medley
(5th) and 400-yard
freestyle (6th) by senior
Shawn Kinser of
Shelton, Wash.; senior
Jens Milobinski of
Battle Creek, Mich.;
Keith Nykamp; fresh-
man Bob Springsteen
of Peoria, 111.; sopho-
more Dan Shelley of
Saginaw, Mich.; and junior Derek
VanderHeide of Grand Rapids, Mich.
After losing 12 of its first 13 games, the
Flying Dutch women's basketball team won
eight of its last 13 contests to finish third in the
conference standings. It marked the third
straight year that Hope, under coach Tod
Gugino, has won 10 or more games.
Senior Kari Nysse of Hudsonville, Mich.,
excelled on the court
and in the classroom.
She was named a GTE
Academic All-Amer-
ican for maintaining a
perfect 4.0 grade
point average. During
the season Nysse
established a Hope
and MIAA record for
points scored in a Kari Nysse
agame with a 42-point performance
against Albion.
The Flying Dutchmen won their second
consecutive MIAA men's basketball cham-
pionship while posting a school-record 27
victories. Senior Duane Bosma of Wyoming,
Mich., was voted to the All-MIAA first
team for a fourth consecutive year. He was
joined on the All-MIAA squad by team-
mates Kevin Brintnell, a senior from
Cadillac, Mich., and Joel Holstege, a sopho-
more from Grandville, Mich.
(Continued from page seven.)
Department of Social Services, finishing as deputy
director of family services administration for
Child and Family Services. During a retirement
banquet in his honor, a scholarship in his honor
was unveiled. The "Harold S. Gazan
Scholarship," endowed through the Washtenaw
Community College Foundation, will be
bestowed upon a male or female who has resided
in a facility for delinquent youth operated by the
Michigan Department of Social Services. It was
endowed by a businessman who many years ago
had been a delinquent youth under his care.
John Ten Pas '59 is a specialist in orthopedic
surgery, and began a practice in Newaygo
County, Mich., in January. He had practiced in
Grand Haven since 1970.
1960s
Judith Owyang '61 is a museum scientific expert
assistant and has been awarded a two-year con-
tract by the German government to inventory and
appraise World War II losses to the Berlin
museums. She is an assistant to Dr. Klaus
Goldmann, an international art sleuth who is
attempting to retrieve the Schliemann Trojan gold
collection from the Russians. Her Berlin office is
in Schloss Charlottenberg.
Robert Tuttle '61 of Caracas, Chacaito, Venezuela,
reports that he and wife Grace Groeneveld '60
Tuttle have five grandchildren, ranging from
under a year to 11 in age.
Harold "Shorty" Brown '62 was installed as
pastor of Palm Grove Reformed Church of
Holiday, Fla., on Sunday, Jan. 14.
William Holleman '62 of Lake Villa, 111., has
retired as head of technology assessment with
Abbott Labs of Abbott Park, 111., after 29 years. He
is currently a member of the chemistry depart-
ment at Albion (111.) College, where he is teaching
biochemistry.
Carl Tidd '62 of Hamilton, Mich., was one of the
teachers remembered by screenwriter Patrick
Sheane Duncan, who wrote Mr. Holland's Opus.
Now retired, during his career as an educator Carl
spent time in the 1960s teaching and coaching at
Hamilton High School, where Duncan was one of
his students. One of the characters in the film is
named Billy Tidd, and Duncan sent Carl an auto-
graphed movie poster with the message, 'To Carl
Tidd — An inspiration for 30 years and counting."
In retirement Carl is working at Vogelzang
Hardware Inc. in downtown Holland.
Ruth Dewitt '62 Tidd of Hamilton, Mich., is
church secretary at Haven Reformed Church in
Hamilton, worldng with another Hope graduate,
Roger Vander Kolk '58.
John Mooshie '63 of Tallahassee, Fla., reports that
Mooshie & Partner conceived and developed the
Wildwood Country Club and residential commu-
nity south of Tallahassee on the Gulf of Mexico.
Wildwood is a par 72, 18-hole championship golf
course with pool, tennis, racquetball and various
other social activities. In addition to the country
club, they are building a variety of townhomes,
flats and garden homes, and a bed and breakfast
country inn. Those interested may call (904)
925-6800.
Bob Stoel '63 has retired after 26 years as
wrestling coach at Hamilton (Mich.) High School.
He started the program in 1969.
Larry Lemmenes '64 of Waupun, Wis., has been
named to the eight-member citizen advisory
board of the Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection. The
board, which meets monthly with the state secre-
tary of agriculture, is the policy-making body for
the department. Larry is president and general
manager of Alto Dairy Cooperative in Waupun, as
well as director of the National Cheese Institute, a
member of the National Cheese Exchange and a
member of Wisconsin's Dairy 2020 Council.
Mark Suwyn '64 is the new chairman and chief
executive officer of the Portland, Ore.-based
Louisiana-PacificCorp.
Arlene Arends '64 Walters of Aurora, Colo., is
serving as a full-time director of Christian educa-
tion at the Arvada Presbyterian Church, and as
the educational and youth consultant for the
Rocky Mountain Region of the Synod of the West
for the Reformed Church in America.
Linda Dykstra '66 of Durham, N.C., is the William
Rand Kenan Distinguished Professor at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She
was elected president of the College on Problems
of Drug Dependence, and received the Alumni
Award from Fractional South High School.
Barbara Kouw '66 Forman of Holland, Mich., is
taking a break from practicing law and is working
as a realtor for Greenridge Realty in Holland. She
writes, "Of the nearly 30 realtors at Greenridge, at
least nine are Hope grads, including Ron Boeve
['60], Roger Borr ['58], Graham Duryee ['66], Mark
Kuyers ['87], Kit [Janssen '66] Leggett, Bill Rink
['55], Dan Ritsema ['61] and John Tysse ['60]."
Mary Groenewoud '66 Hale of San Antonio,
Texas, received her supervisor certificate in
December of 1994. She supervises more than 50
teachers in the Reading Recovery Program, which
gets at-risk first graders on the road to reading.
Kit Janssen '66 Leggett has joined Greenridge
Realty in Holland, Mich., as a sales associate. She
had been employed as an educator in the Holland
Public Schools.
David Bergner '67 of Lowville, N.Y., is pastor of
Lowville and Martinsburg United Methodist
Churches and is chaplain of Lewis Co., N.Y.,
Hospice.
Ruth Ziemann '67 Sweetser of Lombard, 111., was
named one of three recipients of the 1996 Julia
Beveridge Award of the Illinois Institute of
Technology for outstanding contribution to the
university and being an excellent role model.
Carolyn Hart '68 Bergner of Lowville, N.Y., is a
caseworker for Lewis Co., N.Y., and a certified lay
speaker for the St. Lawrence District of the United
Methodist Church.
Glenn Kooiker '68 of Jenison, Mich., has been
promoted to director of international systems at
Amway Corp. He is responsible for providing
computer systems support for Amway's interna-
tional affiliates.
Norma Butterworth '68 McKittrick is
editor-in-chief with Crane Hill Publishers, a book
publishing company, in Birmingham, Ala.
Christian Plasman '69 has been elected to serve
on the board of trustees of Kendall College of Art
& Design in Grand Rapids, Mich. He is president
of Baker Furniture, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Kohler Co.
1970s
Anne Larsen '70 of Holland, Mich., professor of
French at Hope, has received a fellowship from
the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) for her new edition of the collected works
of the Dames des Roches, mother-daughter 16th
century French authors.
Katherine Molinaro '70 Miller of Philadelphia,
Pa., is an assistant professor in clinical psychology
at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine.
John Boonstra '71 of Seattle, Wash., is executive
minister with the Washington Association of
Churches.
Stephen DeBoer '71 has been promoted to lieu-
tenant colonel and bureau director of the Support
Services Bureau with the Michigan State Police.
He is responsible for the State Police divisions of
budget, central records, criminal justice data
center, emergency management, management ser-
vices, Michigan law enforcement officers' training
council, personnel and training. He was previ-
ously commander of the Executive Division in
East Lansing, Mich.
James DenHerder '71 has joined First of America
Bank Corp. Underwriting Consultants as an
account executive.
Patricia Machiela '71 Mack and Ross Mack '71 of
Valparaiso, Ind., report that the entire family has
taken up scuba diving. Daughter Rachael is a
Hope sophomore.
Lynnette Jones '71 Onken, husband Mark and
sons Ben and Tim left St. Joseph, Mich., on Feb. 7,
1996, for their first term of service with Wycliffe
Bible Translators: in Papua, New Guinea.
Daughter Suzanne is a freshman at Hope.
Deb Noe '71 Schakel of Holland, Mich., won first
place in the poetry section (adult age category) of
the Winterfest Snowbound Writers Contest for her
poem "The Monet Exhibit: On the Bank of the
Seine, Bennecourt-1868." The winning writers
had their works published in a special section of
The Grand Haven (Mich.) Tribune and were invited
to read their works at an awards ceremony in
Grand Haven on Tuesday, Jan.30. The contest
received more than 400 entries from writers in
Ottawa and Muskegon counties.
Pamela Bedard '71 Vander Ploeg is the branch
manager at the East Grand Rapids (Mich.) Library.
Sharon Osenga '72 Mclnnis is the director of
accounting at Central Michigan Community
Hospital in Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
John Grant '73 has joined West Michigan Equities
Inc. as general counsel. The company controls
and operates a number of businesses, including
American Litho in Grand Rapids, Mich., and J.R.
Automation Technologies Inc. in Holland, Mich.
David Leestma '73 has had his position as minister
of worship and music expanded to that of execu-
tive pastor. First Covenant Church, Oakland, Calif.
He was also elected president of the Choral
Conductors Guild, a national association of church
musicians based in Southern California.
Stuart Ray '73 of Grand Rapids, Mich., has been
named the recipient of the St. Andrew' s School's
Hugh Michael Beahan Foundation Award, which
will be presented on Saturday, April 27, 1996. He
was chosen for his work throughout the Grand
Rapids community as a leader and advocate of
equality. He is president of Burger King of West
Michigan.
Chad Busk '74 is senior counsel at Meijer Inc.,
where he has been active in the area of Meijer' s
technology acquisitions, representing the
company in the drafting and negotiation of hard-
ware, software, maintenance, networking and
software development/consulting agreements
with virtually all of Meijer' s technology vendors.
He is also president of the board of Equest Center
for Therapeutic Riding Inc., a non-profit corpora-
tion which gives therapeutic horseback riding
lessons to physically-, mentally- or emotionally-
impaired persons. Chad invites any of his "old"
classmates to send him e-mail at:
ChadBl 21 6@aol.com
Paul Christenson '74 is living in Sunnyvale, Calif.,
with his wife Valerie, eight dogs, three cats, five
birds and four horses. He owns Chriscom, a com-
munications contracting company, and is also a
licensed pilot.
Michael Cooper '74 of Gaylord, Mich., was one of
80 Michigan lawyers recently elected a Fellow of
the Lansing-based Michigan State Bar
Foundation. There are currently 824 fellows,
chosen for outstanding legal ability and service to
community, state and nation.
Lois Veenhoven '74 Guderian had two choral
compositions chosen to be performed during a
concert at the First Presbyterian Church of Lincoln
Park, Chicago, 111., on May 19, 1996. Women com-
posers from the Midwest and New York
submitted compositions for consideration. Her
pieces are "All Night All Day," a three-part choral
arrangement with piano accompaniment, and
"Blessing," an original composition for four-part
chorus, piano and Orff instruments. She is a Lake
Zurich middle school teacher and choir director.
James Weed '74 of Butler, Pa., is controller with
Bissell.
Richard Van Oss '75 and wife Cheryl Blodgett '76
Van Oss of Zeeland, Mich., presented a recital in
the Alumni Concert Series at Hope College
(playing organ, and organ and piano respectively)
on Tuesday, March 5.
Ruben Ferrol '76 is working towards a private
pilot's license. He made his first solo flight on
Tuesday, Jan. 5, 1995, in a Piper Warrior.
Carol Yeckel '76 Gerber is a consulting editor
with the New York Times. She is also directing the
Off-Broadway production of a new play. Going
On, which features her husband, actor Charles E.
Gerber, after the play's successful showcase at the
West Bank Theatre in New York this past January.
Mary Claerbout '76 Harmeling of Franklin, Pa.,
has written a weekly column on faith for local
newspapers since 1994.
Richard Hoehler '76 of New York, N.Y., had a
one-man show. Working Class, at the
off-Broadway Mint Theater recently (it closed
Sunday, Feb. 18). The 80-minute show features
eight monologues, each focusing on a different
worker. An article in the Asbury (N.].) Park Press
on Sunday, Jan. 21, 1996, noted, "Like Bruce
Springsteen, whose music permeates Working
Class, Koehler's work celebrates the blue-collar
worker he says is underappreciated and under-
represented in the media. His characters are stuck
in jobs they may not like but they endure, and he
respects them for it."
Robert Klomparens '76 of Midland, Mich., has
been an orthodontist in Midland for 15 years. He
has a daughter. Heather, in ninth grade and a son,
Brent, in seventh grade; they enjoy skiing as a
family and their lakeside cottage.
David Mulder '76 of Miami, Fla., is superinten-
dent of Westminster Christian School, a K-12,
1,100-student school which all five of his children
attend.
Tim Mulder '76 of Wayne, N.J., remains active
with the Warwick Conference Center, where he
serves as president of the board of directors. He
was recently elected moderator of the
Commission on Christian Worship for the
Reformed Church in America.
Christopher Ramsden '76 is director of sales with
BellSouth Personal Communications. He recently
moved to Raleigh, N.C., from Alpharetta, Ga.
E. Jonathan Soderstrom '76 of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
this year traveled to six countries in Africa, includ-
ing South Africa, developing science and
technology programs as part of the U.S.-South
Africa bi-lateral agreement. He is director of
program development with the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
Michael Vanden Berg '76 is pastor of Christ
Community Church in St. Albert, Alberta,
Canada, which recently completed construction of
a new facility.
Cheryl Blodgett '76 Van Oss and husband
Richard Van Oss '75 of Zeeland, Mich., presented
a recital in the Alumni Concert Series at Hope
College (playing organ and piano, and organ
respectively) on Tuesday, March 5.
Betheen Petzold '76 Weed of Butler, Pa., is an
RN-ICU with Butler Memorial Hospital.
Eric Niewoehner '77 has a new position as
network manager of the Dean of Medidhe's Office
at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
David Blasch '78 is an account representative
with Met Life. He recently received his LUTCF
designation as a Life underwriting Training
Council Fellow from the National Association of
Life Underwriters.
Thom Foote-Lennox '78 has been in Minneapolis,
Minn., since graduation, and has held a number of
jobs. He started as a consultant; later spent five
years in executive management, and was the vice
Reunion '96
It's like coming home again.
On May 3-5, alumni from all over the world
will return to campus for Reunion '96.
Reunions are a time to meet old friends
and make new ones. It's also a time to demonstrate
our support of Hope through a gift to the Alumni Fund.
EE NFHC April 1996
gy for DataMap; and subsequently returned to
consulting. He writes, "Of all my jobs, I have
always loved consulting best. It gives me time to
spend time in local grade schools lecturing on
science and technology. (All the fifth grade classes
seem to want to know about black holes.)"
Brian Stauffer '78 of Holland, Mich., has been
chosen to carry the Olympic torch as it travels
through the United States on its way to the
summer games. He will carry the torch in the
Detroit, Mich., area on Sunday, June 9, 1996.
Approximately 5,500 people will be carrying the
torch as it travels through 42 states, starting in Los
Angeles, Calif., on Saturday, April 27, and contin-
uing until the beginning of the Olympics in
Atlanta, Ga. in July. Brian was chosen after being
nominated to be a torch bearer. He is wellness
manager at Herman Miller Inc.
1980s
Suzanne Galer '81 of New York City, a coloratura
soprano, presented a recital in the Alumni Concert
Series at Hope College on Thursday, Feb. 22.
Greg Holcombe '81 of Holland, Mich., addressed
the Environmental Issues Group at Hope College
on Thursday, Feb. 1, concerning the Greenpeace
Project in Holland.
Tracy Larsen '81 of Ada, Mich., was recently
elected to the Council of the Michigan State Bar
Business Law Section. He is a partner with the
Grand Rapids, Mich.-based law firm of Warner
Norcross & Judd LLP.
Richard S. Blake '82 recently relocated from
Germany to Portland, Ore., to assume responsibil-
ities as president of PRESENCE Group LLC, an
international business development and informa-
tion systems consultancy.
John McLean '82 of Kirksville, Mo., is a
stay-at-home dad who also keeps busy doing
some supply preaching and carpentry work, and
is involved in starting a Habitat for Humanity
group in Kirksville.
Christina Van Eyl-Godin '82 of Ada, Mich., has
been named editor and publisher of The Church
Herald, the monthly, 1 10,000-circulation magazine
of the Reformed Church in America. She will
begin her new duties on May 1, 1996.
John Griffin '83 of Atherton, Calif., was named
one of 10 winners nationwide of a 1996 Arthur C.
Cope Scholar Award by the American Chemical
Society. The awards recognize and encourage
excellence in organic chemistry, and consist of a
certificate and an unrestricted research grant. He
is an assistant professor of chemistry at Stanford
University.
Janna Rynders '83 McLean of Kirksville, Mo., is
an assistant professor of biology at Northeast
Missouri State University, soon to become
Truman State University, the state's public liberal
arts university. She reports that she teaches and
carries out research with undergraduates in the
honored tradition of her own professors.
Brian Mork '83 is an assistant professor of chem-
istry at the United States Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Bryan Gras '84 of Holland, Mich., has been pro-
moted to assistant vice president and commercial
banking officer with Old Kent Bank of Holland.
David Randall '84 is a lieutenant commander
with the U.S. Navy, and recently reported for duty
at Naval Hospital, Millington, Term.
Julie Moulds Rybicki '85 participated in a poetry
reading at Hope College on Wednesday, Feb. 14,
as one of the contributors to The PrePress Awards
Volume II: Michigan Voices. She also wrote the
libretto for Baba Yaga, the Russian Witch: An
Operetta in Two Acts, performed at Western
Michigan University on Saturday and Sunday,
March 23-24. The plot is based on Russian folk
tales; the score (by WMU senior Stephan Moore) is
inspired by Russian folk melodies; the operetta is
scored for nine singer/ actors, two dancers and a
14-member pit orchestra.
Elizabeth Smallegan '85 has moved to Kirkland,
Wash. She is vice president of marketing for
Barclay Dean Interiors, a Steelcase Dealer, in
Bellevue, Wash.
Beth Trembley '85 has a new book, Michael
Crichton: A Critical Companion, available from
Greenwood Press. The study analyzes Crichton's
novels from The Andromeda Strain (1969) to
Disclosure (1994). "Until now, Crichton fans have
had nowhere to turn for more information about
their favorite author," notes literature released by
Faculty Profile
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is, as an opportunity to focus on his scholar-
ship. For example, he has been doing
research on angels in literature for some 11
years now (first as a paper; lately as a
book-in-progress). It's a project he would
like to complete.
{ Teaching is so quicksilver.
Maybe it is like the game of golf,
because you can shoot a great
round and think you have the
game under control, then you go
out three days later and it’s like
starting over. Teaching will chal-
lenge you throughout a career. I’ll
tell you this, my sense of chal-
lenge and enthusiasm is the
same as it was at the very begin-
ning of my career. I love to teach
and Hope has been a wonderful
place to do just that! »
Dr. Carl Schackow
Dr. Schackow wasn't looking for work
when Hope College called him and asked
him to visit the campus in 1969. He was in
his doctoral program, with a year's worth of
support remaining, at Miami University. He
figured that it wouldn't hurt to take a look,
though, so he made the trek to Holland.
It was a fateful trip. He so liked what he
saw that he signed on, and joined the faculty
in mid-year, in January of 1970.
The department has seen some major
changes since that time, not least of all phys-
ically. In the 20 years following his
interview, the department was in three dif-
ferent houses and Voorhees Hall. Since 1990,
the department has been in more substantial
quarters in renovated Van Zoeren
Hall — quarters that even include a
purpose-designed model classroom.
Dr. Schackow has played his own role in
shaping the department and college. In
1970, he started the "March to Hope"
program, which pairs at-risk children and
Hope students in a character-shaping hike
on Beaver Island. He also established a
“rural education" May Term that exposes
Hope's education students to the rewards
and challenges of teaching in environments
that offer limited resources. In 1982 he
co-authored a teaching effectiveness model
that ultimately evolved into today's
Teaching Enhancement Workshop, which
helps all of Hope's new faculty learn skills
for teaching effectively.
New Hope programs aren't the only way
he's made a mark — he's done that in the
classroom, too. In 1980, the college's gradu-
ating seniors recognized his teaching by
granting him the Hope Outstanding
Professor Educator (H.O.P.E.) Award.
After finishing his tenure as chair in July,
Dr. Schackow will move to Florida, where he
plans to buy a five- to 10-acre ranch and
raise and breed horses. He also hopes to stay
active as a scholar, and is going to write chil-
dren's and adolescents' books. One, Sylvia's
Magnificent Adventure, is already in the
works.
I spent the entire first semes-
ter ordering things. Literally,
that’s what I was doing; it was
great, because everything was
new. All this stuff kept coming in,
and we had to find places to put
it and build cabinets. It was really
a stimulating experience. It
doesn’t sound too exciting, order-
ing rocks and glassware, but
actually it was really great.JJ
Dr. Cotter Tharin
It sounded like an interesting challenge to
Dr. Tharin, then a professor at Wesleyan
University in Connecticut, when Hope said
it wanted to hire him to start the department
of geology, so he jumped at it, joining the
faculty in 1967.
Like the department of education,
geology lived in Voorhees Hall for a time: in
the basement on the building's east side.
There was space for a couple offices (for Dr.
Tharin and a secretary — the entire depart-
ment) and a classroom.
Dr. Tharin spent the entire first semester
ordering equipment, but by the spring was
ready to offer Geology 101. It proved
popular — he remembers that about 50
enrolled, with two or three deciding to
become majors immediately.
By the next, fall, semester, the depart-
ment's course offerings and faculty had
doubled: to two courses, and two professors.
Today, the department has three faculty
members, about 25 different courses (with
majors in geology and environmental
geology) and 20-25 students signed up as
majors.
Dr. Tharin compliments the "really excel-
lent" geology coUeagues he's had through
the years, and a supportive administration,
for the program's success, but his stamp is
obvious. One example is the department's
popular "Geology in the West Indies" May
Term, during which students not only learn
about the area's geology but live on a sail
boat while doing so.
His own interest in sailing also prompted
him to serve as the first advisor for the col-
lege's Sailing Club. (Such a club has an
advantage, he notes, in that it can compete
with large and small schools alike.)
He has also been particularly active in the
Holland community, and was a member of
the Holland City Council for 12 years. He is
on his eighth year on Holland's Planning
Commission.
In retirement. Dr. Tharin will continue to
work on the book he started during a
one-year sabbatical last year. Geologic
Consent: Geology and the Destiny of Peoples is
examining the many ways that geology has
impacted peoples for the last 3,000 years.
He’ll also continue his interest in sailing,
with one goal being to spend three or four
months meandering about the Caribbean
and perhaps down to South America.
I would like to be remem-
bered as an effective teacher
and someone who has been a
positive influence on the lives
of students. It has been very
satisfying for me to hear
occasionally from a former
student who says, ‘Yeah, you
did a pretty good job.JJ
Dr. Herb Weller
Although not the first of this year's five
retiring professors to join the Hope faculty,
Dr. Weller probably was the first one to set
foot on the campus. Raised in Holland, as a
child he enjoyed sledding on the hill just
south of Lubbers Hall.
He admits that his youthful awareness
of Hope was otherwise somewhat limited,
although the late Dr. Donald Brown, a
member of the Spanish faculty from 1949
to 1961, did counsel him as a young high
school student making initial inquiries
concerning just what college teaching
involved.
When Dr. Weller came to Hope as an
instructor in Spanish in 1962, he joined a
department that had just found new quar-
ters. Venerable Graves Library, replaced by
Van Zoeren in 1961, had recently been
remodelled to house, among other things,
the language offices and classrooms.
At a time when computers were not the
common household companions they are
today, Dr. Weller appreciated the machine's
potential for more general educational use.
As early as the middle 1970s, he was pre-
senting papers on computer-assisted
instruction in elementary Spanish. His
groundbreaking SPANCOM program was
used regularly at Hope and received nation-
al distribution through CONDUIT.
There have, naturally, been other devel-
opments in the department in his 34 years
on the faculty. When he came to Hope,
French and German had the largest enroll-
ment; these days, it's Spanish. In the early
1980s, the languages adopted the
Dartmouth Intensive Method, having
advanced students serve as "apprentice
teachers" during drill sessions in order to
reinforce the language instruction provid-
ed in the first- and second-year courses.
He's also seen a certain circularity,
however. He finds that today's students
are strongly career oriented — more so than
in the past few decades, but much as was
the case in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Dr. Weller was married last August, and
he and Ann plan to do some travelling. He
also notes that his home, which he pur-
chased in 1967, offers a variety of
long-postponed remodelling and redecorat-
ing opportunities. In addition, he hopes to
continue to use his academic discipline — by
hiring out as an interpreter/ translator and
perhaps as a volunteer with Habitat for
Humanity in Latin America.
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the publisher. In addition, Beth and Dr. William
Reynolds, who is dean for the arts and humanities
at Hope, have begun their next collection of
essays, on historical mystery fiction.
Julie Ann Bubolz '86 is pursuing a doctorate in
higher education at The Pennsylvania State
University.
Timothy Hoffman '86 is working for Macatawa
Computer Services in Holland, Mich.
Mark Kuiper '86 in September of 1995 became the
chaplain of Grand Rapids (Mich.) Christian High
School. He also teaches a few religion classes.
Renee Selover '86 Schrems of Muncie, Ind.,
reports that she stays at home full-time with her
three youngest children, ages one to six. From
1986 to 1990 she taught elementary education in
Lansing, Mich.; from 1990 through 1993 she was
a private tutor for children with physical or
learning disabilities in the area, and also taught
as a substitute teacher. She has led adult Bible
studies, middle school through senior high Bible
studies and Sunday school regularly. Her activ-
ities since graduation have also included
coordinating a local M.O.P.S. Chapter for five
years, participating in musical programs for
cello and voice, and working with VBS develop-
ment, implementation and teaching when
requested.
Mary Norden '87 Kuiper has been teaching fifth
and sixth grade special education for the Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Public Schools in the same build-
ing for nine years. She and husband Mark Kuiper
'86 have two children, Alex and Sam (see "births"
for more on Sam).
Rob Peel '87 of Spring Lake, Mich., finished sixth
in the 50-meter freestyle at the Olympic Trials in
Indianapolis, Ind., on Monday, March 11, 1996.
He was one of 23 swimmers to qualify for the trials
in the 50. His time (:22.80) was a personal best,
and one of the best swimmers he beat was world
record holder Tom Jager. The top two finishers
qualified for this summer's Olympics.
John VanLoon '87 became assistant principal of
Mill Creek Middle School in Comstock Park,
Mich., in January.
Linn Gann '88 of Holland, Mich., has been
appointed to assistant vice president and
Westshore Branch officer with Old Kent Bank of
Holland.
Lynette Ojala '88 Rubin reports that she and
husband Scott are living happily and healthily in
Algonquin, 111., with their "faithful and multital-
GRADUATION HONOR
Jennifer Nash '95, who graduated in
December, earned summa cum laude
honors, not magna cum laude as was report-
ed earlier in news from Hope College.
ented" black labrador Griffey. She and Scott also
had a son recently (see "births").
Veronica Ruiz-Persenaire '88 has been appointed
to a three-year term on the Ottawa County (Mich.)
Mental Health Board. The board makes policies
and recommendations that run the county's
Mental Health Department, and also hires the
department's director.
Jill Walcott '88 of Allendale, Mich., has been pro-
moted to assistant vice president with FMB-First
Michigan Bank.
Scott Wolterink '88 has joined the staff of Hope
College as a regional advancement director. His
duties include responsibility for Hope's
fund-raising efforts in the Pacific Northwest;
Iowa; Missouri; southern Illinois; southern
Indiana; and Detroit, Midland, and the Grand
Rapids and Holland/Zeeland areas in Michigan.
David Conley '89 is the Edward Jones representa-
tive in Muskegon, Mich. He has become a
part-owner in The Jones Financial Cos., a holding
company for the St. Louis-based financial services
firm.
Judy Matthews '89 Grotke was recently married
(see "marriages") and lives in Indian Hills, Colo.
Jennifer Schakel '89 Hoffman of Holland, Mich.,
continues to work for Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., where she is the assistant manag-
ing editor.
Kathleen McGookey '89 of Allegan, Mich., partic-
ipated in a poetry reading at Hope College on
Wednesday, Feb. 14, as one of the contributors to
The PrePress Awards Volume II: Michigan Voices.
Renee Oosterbaan '89 Nibbelink of Zeeland,
Mich., is a seventh grade resource room teacher
with West Ottawa Middle School in Holland,
Mich.
Tauna Jecmen '89 Vanderbilt of Wilmette, 111.,
qualified for the February, 1996, U.S. Olympic
marathon trials by running the Chicago Marathon
in 2:49:58 (the qualifying standard was 2:50). A
knee injury, however, prevented her from running
in the trials.
1990s
Erika Anderson '90 is on the faculty at the
University of Connecticut, where she is finishing
her doctorate in communication sciences.
Stephanie DeRolf '90 Bartsch of Hodogaya,
Yokohama, Japan, has two sons, Jonathan and
Isaiah (see '15114115'' for more about Isaiah). She
was teaching ballet and creative dance until
Isaiah's birth.
Kenneth Blough '90 has been promoted to assis-
tant vice president of commercial lending at
Portage (Mich.) Commerce Bank.
Victoria Derr '90 plans to teach on the Navajo
reservation in Arizona as a Peace Corps Fellow.
Timothy Laird '90 of Holland, Mich., was elected
in July of 1996 to a three-year term on the board of
directors of the Holland City Mission.
Marilyn Noguera '90 is a country representative
for CARE INTERNATIONAL, working on pro-
jects in community development in Comoros.
David Phillips '90 is living in Utrecht, The
Netherlands. He is a manager with Andersen
Consulting, and has spent the last four years
working in distribution logistics with clients
across Europe.
Andrew Stewart '90 of Glendale, Mo., has been
appointed assistant director of retail sales for the
Christian Board of Publication, the publishing
house of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
denomination in St. Louis, Mo.
Susan Wolfert '91 Barquist of Kentwood, Mich.,
is a registered nurse at Kent County Correctional
Facility.
Sally Carr '91 has received certification as an
Informatics Nurse Specialist from the American
Nurses Credential Center. Employed by Holland
(Mich) Community Hospital, Sally was one of just
52 persons in the entire nation seeking certification
in this new specialty area within nursing.
Dirk Dykstra '91 is a computer programmer/
analyst in the capital market systems group for the
First National Bank of Chicago.
Kelly Powers '91 is the wrestling coach at Holland
(Mich.) High School. He teaches seventh grade
geography at Holland's West Middle School.
Rebecca Weigle '91 Van Blois teaches courses in
the Allied Health Division of Henry Ford
Community College in Dearborn, Mich.
Mark Walters '91 of Conifer, Colo., is a computer
and lab technician for the Arapahoe Water and
Waste Treatment Authority.
Kimberly Manns '92 Browning of Holland,
Mich., is the office manager at the Macatawa Area
Coordinating Counci] (MACC), which is the met-
ropolitan planning organization for the
Holland/Zeeland area. She notes that her e-mail
address is: kimmie@macatawa.org
Jennifer Joyce '92 Pedley and her husband Ken
have moved to Chicago, 111., where she is enrolled
in a new program at Loyola Law School: the mas-
ter's of jurisprudence in child law. Jennifer is also
working at Lutheran Social Services in Oak Park,
M., where she is in charge of birth parent services
for the open adoption program.
Kathleen Shutt '92 is a statistician for a statistical
consulting firm in Atlanta, Ga.
Paul Musherure '93 has been accepted into the
master's program for pediatric dentistry at the
University of Michigan, a 30-month program that
will begin on July 1. He is currently finishing his
dental school program.
Kevin Peterson '93 and Teri Morell '93 Peterson
live in Seattle, Wash., with their two sons, Alex
(age three) and Matt (age one). Kevin graduated
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from Washington State University in 1994 and is
now an auditor with Deloitte and Touche LLP.
Teri keeps busy caring for the boys and is
involved with various church activities.
Gregory S. Pratt '93 recently completed basic
training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, S.C. He is a private first class.
Chad Warmington '93 in December of 1995
moved to Oklahoma City, Okla., where he is a
field representative for U.S. Senator Don Nickles
(R-Oklahoma). He serves in various capacities
for the senator, and on the side works on presi-
dential, senatorial and congressional
campaigns. He writes that he is strongly sup-
porting Senator Bob Dole in his campaign for
the presidency. Chad had been in a staff posi-
tion with Senator Nickles in Washington, D.C.,
since November of 1994; prior to that he was a
promotions assistant with WXMI Fox 17 in
Grand Rapids, Mich. He notes that his e-mail
address is: chad_w@nickles.senate.gov
Joshua Blunt '94 of Holland, Mich., is attending
Western Theological Seminary.
Anna-Lisa Cox '94 received one of only 11 gradu-
ate fellowships awarded nationwide for 1996
through the Pew Younger Scholars Program,
chosen from a field of 100 applicants (Hope senior
Amy Eshleman of Deerfield, 111., also received
one). Currently in a one-year master's program in
social anthropology at the University of
Cambridge in England, she plans to return to the
United States to pursue a doctorate in American
social history, continuing her interest in material
culture and women's history, in addition to
African American history.
Julie Ann Norman '94 Dykstra is finishing her
second year at Valparaiso University School of
Law. In October of 1995 she was the recipient of
the Western Michigan Federal Bar Association
Scholarship. In January of 1996 she was a
semi-finalist in the Luther M. Swygert Memorial
Moot Court Competition. On March 21-24, 1996,
she traveled to Nashville, Tenn., for Vanderbilt
University's National Civil Rights Moot Court
Competition.
Thomas Engelsman '94 is a third grade teacher
with the Belding (Mich.) Area Schools.
Kirsten Gibson '94 teaches fourth grade at Red
Cloud Elementary, a Holy Rosary Mission school
on the Lakota Sioux Indian Reservation at Pine
Ridge, S.D.
Anna Diaz Orpinell '94 has accepted a job offer
with an American company and is returning
home to work in Spain.
Brenda Benedict '95 of Fort Wayne, Ind., complet-
ed an internship last summer with the National
Endowment for the Arts in Washington, D.C., and
is presently working at the Fort Wayne Dance
Collective as an instructor.
Shannon Moses '95 has been a volunteer in
mission with the Presbyterian Chinch USA since
June of 1995. She is serving in Agua Prieta,
Sonora, Mexico, with Frontera de Cristo, a border
joint ministry of the Presbyterian Church, USA
and the Mexican Presbyterian Church. Her duties
include assisting both the mission physician daily
and the dentist on his sporadic visits, as well as
working in the "family ministry program" and
with the youth group.
Heather Shank '95 has been an administrative
sales assistant at Hilliard Lyons brokerage firm in
Holland, Mich., since Jan. 8, 1996.
Bethany Graves '96 of Liverpool, N.Y., is
employed full-time in an early childhood devel-
opment program, teaching a class of
two-year-olds. She is also pursuing a master's
degree in early childhood special education at
Syracuse University.
Marriages
Carl Bomhorst '85 and Rosa Elvira (Rochi) Del
Castillo, Dec. 1, 1995, Lima, Peru.
Beth Gloeckler '88 and Paul R. Katterle, Sept. 9,
1995, Cleveland, Ohio.
Brenda Snyder '88 and Randall Busscher, Aug.
9. 1995.
Cathy Coverly '89 and Kris Layson, Aug. 26,
1995, Richland, Mich.
Judy Matthews '89 and Greg Grotke, Dec. 2,
1995.
Renee Oosterbaan '89 and Doug Nibbehnk,
Oct. 7, 1995, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jodi Sundquist '89 and Kurt Niemann, Jan. 27,
1996, Indianapolis, Ind.
Jennifer Falk '90 and Brian Rice, Sept. 30, 1995.
Wendy L. Evers '91 and Todd J. French,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Michelle Kramer '91 and David Cornelius, Oct.
7. 1995, Grand Haven, Mich.
Susan Wolfert '91 and Paul Barquist, Dec. 9,
1995.
Patricia Duell '92 and Jeff Hansen, Aug. 26,
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Every gift matters
For most college graduates, two things are
almost certain: an impending job search and
the obligation of paying off student loans.
Yet, even with so many financial questions
on the horizon, it's encouraging to note that a
good percentage of Hope's young alums are
finding a place in their budgets for a gift to
the Alumni Fund.
Brian BoIIone '93 of Wyoming, Mich.,
is living his childhood dream: he's a
teacher. He teaches general and
Advanced Placement biology, and also
coaches swimming, at Wayland Union
High School.
"It was something I'd dreamed of
doing ever since second grade/' he said.
Bollone started in January of 1994,
about a month after graduating. He notes
that such a mid-year appointment is
unusual, and credits Hope with making
him marketable. "Hope provided me
with many opportunities to gain experi-
ence in a whole array of educational
settings; and, my professors were more
than happy to provide me with refer-
ences," he said.
There were other lessons, too. Bollone
particularly values Hope for making him
more aware of the "big picture" — of the
needs people have in the world, and how
important it is to become involved in
one's community. It's shaped his work.
"The importance of getting involved
and helping those around you was some-
thing I learned to value a great deal in
college. Now that I work with young
adults on a daily basis, I try to provide
opportunities for them to help one
another and others in the community,"
he said. For example, he and his A.P.
biology students get elementary students
Brian Bollone ’93
excited about school — particularly
science — by doing demonstrations and
helping with dissections. He's also advis-
ing the school's student council and
environmental dub.
Like most Hope students, Bollone
received financial aid. Knowing how
important the support was to him — and
how important the Hope experience was
to him — he makes a point of giving back,
beyond the student loans he's also
paying.
"I know if it hadn't been for the finan-
cial aid I received, I wouldn't have been
able to attend Hope. And, I'm sure there
are other people attending Hope who
are in the same situation I was back
then," he said. "Even though I still owe
thousands of dollars, I still want to give
something extra because paying my
loans back is not helping somebody else
attend Hope."«Jt
1995.
Kimberly Manns '92 and Benj Browning, Jan.
20. 1995.
Francis Meehan '92 and Barb Allen, Oct. 21,
1995.
Ray Touw '92 and Shannon MacLaren '93, May
20. 1995. HoUand, Mich.
Kelly Clark '93 and Julie Tillmann '93, Holland,
Mich.
Nicole Loseth '93 and Christopher Pavlisko,
Sept. 9, 1995, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
Rolf Nelson '93 and Kendra Grate '94, Dec. 16,
1995.
Christine Tobin '93 and Christopher Cooper
'94, Sept. 23, 1995.
Joshua Blunt '94 and Jaime Houlihan '94, July
29. 1995.
Jason Bromberek '94 and Mary Sullivan, May
6, 1995, St. Joseph, Mich.
Aaron Slater '94 and Karey Reichert '96, Nov.
11. 1995.
Sarah Birch '95 and Kirk Krahn '95, Aug. 4,
Steven Schewe '95 and Laura Weier '95, Sept.
30. 1995.
Heather Zoutendam '95 and Daniel Edgerly,
Dec. 30, 1995, Zeeland, Mich.
Andrew Crocker '96 and Melinda Jo Hagen '98,
July 15, 1995, Holland, Mich.
Births
Ruben Ferrol '76 and Linda Ferrol, Emily
Elizabeth, Jan. 30, 1996.
Bradley Wehner '76 and Mary Lynn DeGraaf
78 Wehner, Matthew Clayton, Nov. 16, 1995.
Wanda 78 and Terry Baxter-Potter, Henry
James, Jan. 10, 1996.
Nancy De Pree 78 Van Dyke and David Van
Dyke, Maxwell David, bom Jan. 2, 1995 in
Guatemala City, Guatemala; adopted Dec. 13, 1995.
Sandra Wiederhold 79 and Garret
VanDeWeert, Luke William VanDeWeert, July 8,
1995.
Kimberly Mooi '81 Hoopingamer and Kirk
Hoopingamer, twin daughters, Lydia Charlotte
and less Gabrielle, Jan. 12, 1996.
Debra Harvey '83 Swanson and Todd Swanson,
Emma Harvey Swanson, bom Jan. 17, 1996;
adopted, January, 1996.
Jane VanderHaar '83 Van Es and Rowland Van
Es Jr. '83, Michelle Adelaide, Jan. 15, 1996.
Martin Balk '84 and Melissa Prins Balk, Andrew
James, Dec. 17, 1995.
Jerome Vite '84 and Julie Vite, Jared Alan, Jan.
23, 1996.
Anne K. Enderlein '84 Winn and John Winn,
Joseph (Joe) William, Nov. 23, 1995.
Mary Gaffney '84 Reohr and Richard Reohr,
Paige Alexandra, bom and adopted, Feb. 15, 1996.
Lauri Lemmen '85 Van Eyl and Paul Van Eyl
'87, Anikka lone. Sept. 17, 1995.
Timothy Hoffman '86 and Jennifer Schakel '89
Hoffman, Alex Peter, Nov. 5, 1995.
Mark Kuiper '86 and Mary Norden '87 Kuiper,
Samuel Norden Kuiper, Dec. 3, 1995.
Joanna Martin '86 Menolasino '86 and
Michael Menolasino, Christopher Sean, Dec. 21,
1995.
C. Gale Wright '87 Knight and Frederick C.
Knight, twin girls, McKenzie Reed and Olivia Rose,
Jan. 10, 1996.
Laurence Paarlberg '87 and Lori Renkema '90
Paarlberg, Spencer Laurence, Feb. 14, 1996.
David Solak '87 and Sarah Solak, Nathan
David, Jan. 5, 1996.
Lynette Ojala ’88 Rubin and Scott Rubin, Tanner
Hoover, Dec. 17, 1995.
Catharine Johnson '89 Blackburn and Timothy
Blackburn, Abbigale Elizabeth, Aug. 19, 1995.
Jonathan Riekse '89 and Amy Nagel '90 Riekse,
Sydney Catherine, Feb. 1, 1996.
Carl L. Aronson '90 and Cynthia Schutt '90
Aronson, Samuel Lawrence, Nov. 28, 1995.
Stephanie DeRolf '90 Bartsch and Mark Bartsch,
Isaiah Matthew, June 10, 1995.
Dawn Bowen '90 Wood and Jeffrey Wood,
Owen Jeffrey, Feb. 2, 1996.
Mark Walters '91 and Diana Walters, Evan
Lewis, Jan. 10, 1996.
Advanced Degrees
Susan Madcak '89, master of library sdence in
library and information sdence, December, 1995.
Kori Levos '89 Skidmore, doctorate in clinical
psychology, Loyola University of Chicago,
January, 1996.
Michelle McGillivray '90, master's in interna-
tional education and development, the American
University in Washington, D.C., January, 1996.
Jeff Hopkins '91, doctorate in chemistry, Purdue
University, December, 1995.
Kathleen Shutt '92, M.S. in statistics. University
of South Carolina, Columbia, S.C., December,
1995.
Deaths
Irma Stoppels '43 Banninga of Twin Lake,
Mich., died on Thursday, Feb. 15, 1996, in
Lakeland, Ha. She was 73.
She was bom to Henry and Gertrude (DeBoer)
Stoppels on July 12, 1922, in Muskegon, Mich., and
had been a life resident of the area. She married
William J. Banninga, who survives, on Aug. 11,
1943.
She was an elementary teacher and librarian for
the Muskegon Public Schools for 25 years, prior to
her retirement. She was a member of First
Reformed Church and its Women's Guild, the
AAUW and the Greater Muskegon Retired
Teachers Assodation.
In addition to her husband, survivors include
three children, Lance W. (Nancy) Banninga of
South Holland, 111., and Brian L. (Marda) Banninga
and Ruth E. (Mark) Blevins of Muskegon; two
grandchildren, Steve Banninga of South Holland,
HI., and Brie (Craig) Alderink of Kalamazoo, Mich.;
one step-brother, James R. (Fern) Maring of Alta
Loma, Calif.; one sister-in-law, Celia Heeres of
Muskegon; two brothers-in-law, Jerry (Dorothy)
Banninga of Muskegon and Nelis (Dorothy)
Banninga of Jacksonville, Fla.; and great-nieces and
nephews.
She was preceded in death by her parents and
sister, Vaneta Andree.
Hazel Nienhuis '30 Bonnema of Naperville, 111.,
died on Saturday, Feb. 3, 1996, at Tabor Hills
Healthcare in Naperville. She was 88.
She was bom on July 19, 1907, in Chicago, 111.,
the daughter of Eize and Kate (nee Klooster)
Nienhuis. She had been a resident of Naperville
since 1959, moving from Oak Park, 111.
She married William Bonnema on April 6, 1929.
She was a choir member and soloist at Park View
Presbyterian Church, and the choir organist and
choir director at DuPage Presbyterian Church for
many years.
She was named Senior Citizen of the Year in
1982 by the Naperville Jaycees, and was the recipi-
ent of the group's fourth annual Distinguished
Service Award. She was a member of the Euclid
Ensemble, the Naperville Organ Club, Knox
Presbyterian Church and the Naperville Senior
Agers Group, where she served as a group
co-leader with her husband for many years.
Survivors include four daughters, Dorothy
(Robert) Williams of Naperville, Roberta
Qualkenbush of Chicago, Lois (Donald) Schwartz
of Ithaca, N.Y., and Laura (Terrence) Marsh of
Naperville; one brother-in-law, John Huizinga of
Cicero, 111.; one sister-in-law, Vera Nienhuis of
Freeport, 111.; 11 grandchildren; and 10 great-grand-
children.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
William, in April of 1995; her parents; three broth-
ers, Arthur, John and Henry Nienhuis; three sisters,
Mabel Nienhuis, Ella Kempes and Elizabeth
Lambers; and a son-in-law, Conrad A. Oliven.
Jane Eldridge '37 Breen of Holland, Mich., died
on Saturday, Feb. 10, 1996, at Holland Community
Hospital. She was 81.
She was bom on Feb. 8, 1915, in Williamsport,
Pa.
She had taught in tire West Ottawa (Mich.)
Public Schools for more than 25 years. She was a
member of HASP and of Hope Church, where she
was a Sunday school teacher, consistory member
and Ladies Aid member.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Gerald Breen, in 1969, and a sister, Katherine
Klomparens, in 1994.
Survivors include a brother-in-law, Alvin
W. Klomparens of Holland; and several nieces
and nephews.
Mildred Anne Dekker '42 of Oostburg, Wis.,
died on Monday, Jan. 1, 1996, at Sunny Ridge
Nursing Home, where she had been a resident
since October. She was 75.
She was bom on June 4, 1920, in Lima, the
daughter of the late William and Alyda Navis
Dekker. She attended Cedar Grove High School.
She had spent one year at Annville (Ky.)
Institute (mid-1942 to mid-1943), and one year at
Winnebago (Neb.) Indian Mission (mid-1945 to
mid-1946). She had been an estimator for
Lakeshore Press Sheboygan, a printing firm, for 37
years, retiring in 1984.
She was a member of First Reformed Church in
Oostburg.
Survivors include two sisters, Elsie (Wilbert)
Gandre of Sheboygan, Wis., and Margaret Dekker
of Oostburg. She is also survived by four nephews,
four nieces and one sister-in-law, Lenore (Amo)
Schneider of Oostburg.
She was preceded in death by her parents, three
brothers and four sisters.
Word has been received of the death of
Lawrence DeWitt '56, of Cincinnati, Ohio, who
died on Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1996. More informa-
tion will appear in the next issue of news from Hope
College.
Lester G. Droppers '27 of Ferrysburg, Mich.,
died on Wednesday, Dec. 27, 1995. He was 92.
He was bom on May 3, 1903, in Cedar Grove,
Wis., to Albert and Jennie (Mulder) Droppers. He
married the former Ruth Hyink on July 24, 1929, in
Holland, Mich.
He held a master's degree from Wyoming State
University. He was employed as a school superin-
tendent and principal, retiring in 1965 from the
Ferrysburg Public School system. His positions
included being principal at Spring Lake (Mich.)
High School and teaching at Fruitport (Mich.) High
School.
Survivors include his daughter, Joyce (Jerry C.)
DeWitt of Spring Lake; his son, Arlan Droppers of
Grand Haven, Mich.; a sister, Ruth LeMahieu of
Cedar Grove; and grandchildren, Janet (Michael)
Bronson, Julie (Michael) Emmons and Jill (Mark)
Mueller.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Ruth,
who died on March 3, 1991.
James W. Fox '50 of Bloomfield Hills, Mich.,
died alone as the result of a helicopter crash near
Pellston, in northern Michigan, on Saturday, Feb.
10,1996. He was 72.
He disappeared while flying his personal Bell
Ranger Jet helicopter on Saturday, Feb. 10, and was
discovered by a search party on Tuesday, Feb. 13.
He was bom in Detroit, Mich., and raised in
Birmingham, Mich. In addition to (dope, he had
attended the University of Michigan.
He was a decorated World War II veteran,
having served in the U.S. Army Medical Corps in
the Pacific Theatre.
He was a first vice president for Smith-Barney
in Troy, Mich., and had worked at the brokerage
firm for 18 years. He started as a financial consul-
tant with E.F. Hutton before it was incorporated
into Smith-Barney. He had previously worked at
AG. Edwards & Sons and Wading Lerchen & Co.
He was a member of the Orchard Lake Country
Club and the Rotary Club in Pontiac, Mich.
He had also been a volunteer assistant varsity
hockey coach at Cranbrook Kingswood for more
than 30 years. The Cranbrook Kingswood Boosters
presented him with the Dawkins Award in 1991 for
his dedication to the school’s athletes.
Survivors include his wife, Virginia; a son,
Stephen, a daughter, Katherine Fox '84 Gasper of
West Olive, Mich.; and two grandsons, Andrew
and Kevin Gasper.
Memorials may be made to the James W. Fox
Scholarship Fund at the Cranbrook school in
Bloomfield Hills.
Ruth F. Koskamp '39 Harmeling of Holland,
Mich., died on Monday, Jan. 15, 1996, in a local
nursing home. She was 77.
She was bom in Oostburg, Wis. She taught
kindergarten, and was an insurance underwriter
while living in Florida. She moved to Holland in
1992, and was a member of Third Reformed
Church.
Survivors include her children, Mary
Toppen-Palma and Robert Palma of Holland,
Daniel Harmeling and Kathie Amatniek of
Gainesville, Fla., Jane and James Goplen of Oviedo,
Fla., and Carl and Kerry Harmeling of Casselberry,
Fla.; 16 grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren;
sisters, Doris DeVette of Holland, Joyce Lubbers of
Daytona Beach, Fla., and Carolyn Wunsch of
Sheboygan, Wis.; a sister-in-law. Sis Daniels of
Holland; and several nieces and nephews.
Word has been received of the death of Alice
Wehrmeyer '40 Hayward of Holland, Mich., who
died on Sunday, March 24, 1996. More information
will appear in the next issue of news from Hope
College.
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Helen Wiersma '55 Hoppe of Grand Ledge,
Mich., died on Monday, Jan. 1, 1996. She was 62.
Also a Michigan State University graduate, she
was a former Lansing Community College instruc-
tor, and a member of the First Congregational
United Church of Christ and the Blue Star Mothers.
Survivors include her husband, James; a daugh-
ter, Susan Hoppe of Grand Ledge; a son, James F.
of Syoset, N.Y.; her mother, Florence Wiersma, of
Rochester Hills, Mich.; a sister, Margaret (Thomas)
Winn of Rochester Hills; and a brother, Fred
Wiersma (Edwina) of Lake Tahoe, Nev.
Her father, Silas Wiersma '27, died on Monday,
Jan. 28, 1996. His obituary appears later in this
issue.
Robert L. Kamp '53 of Beulah, Mich., died on
Saturday, Jan. 13, 1996, after a short illness. He was
64.
He was bom on Sept. 13, 1931, in Grand Rapids,
Mich., the son of the late George and Anna Kamp.
He graduated from Lee High School as valedictori-
an in 1949; he graduated from Wayne University
College of Medicine in 1956.
After completing his post-graduate studies in
general practice and surgery, he entered private
practice in Beulah in 1957. He served as chief of
staff and surgeon at Paul Oliver Memorial Hospital
in Frankfort, Mich., and was chief of family medi-
cine at the U.S. Air Force Base in Empire, Mich.,
until it closed.
He was board certified in family practice by the
American Academy of Family Practice, and was a
member of many medical societies and peer review
organizations.
Survivors include his wife, Karen; seven chil-
dren, Michael, James, Kenneth, Jane, Mimi, Suzi
and Joseph; his four stepchildren. Ginger, Dawn,
Jerry and Christopher; his grandchildren, Thayer,
Alison, Ashley, Andrew and Hilary; his brother,
Ernest (Marilyn) Volk of Wyoming, Mich.; two
uncles. Jack (Kathryn) Kamp of Jenison, Mich., and
Lawrence (Norma) Kamp of Wyoming; and an
aunt, Frances (William) Winn of Wyoming.
Word has been received of the death of Percy J.
Kinkema '25, of Holland, Mich., who died on
Thursday, March 14, 1996. More information will
appear in the next issue of news from Hope College.
Loretta Schuiling '32 Kirk of Waterford, Mich.,
died on Monday, March 4, 1996. She was 84.
She was a former resident of North Muskegon,
Mich. She had worked as a registered nurse for
more than 50 years.
She was a member of the Congregational
Church of Birmingham, past president of the
YWCA and a member of the Women's Board at
Olivet College.
She retired in 1981 as director of student health
services at Olivet College. She was also a volunteer
at North Oakland Medical Center in Pontiac, Mich.,
and a promoter of Habitat for Humanity.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Dr.
George O. Kirk, and a daughter, Mary Kay
VanderVeen.
Survivors include her children, Kenneth and
Jean Sandy; stepchildren, George Jr., Richard Bruce
and Jean Kirk; a son-in-law, David and Shelagh
VanderVeen; seven grandchildren; and eight
great-grandchildren.
Ralph Meyer '50 of Erie, 111., died on Sunday,
Dec. 24, 1995, after suffering a stroke. He was 69.
He had served Reformed Church in America
congregations in Belmond, Iowa; Alton, Iowa;
Colton, S.D.; and Erie. He had been without a
charge since 1972.
Survivors include his wife, Clarice.
Ruth Weidner '33 Patitz of Santa Rosa, Calif.,
died at her home on Monday, Dec. 18, 1995. She
was 83.
She was a native of New York, and was a
member of Hope's Delta Phi sorority. She was the
widow of the late Roland O. Patitz.
Survivors include two sons, Russell D. Patitz of
Elk Grove, Calif., and Roland G. Patitz of San
Pedro, Calif.; four grandchildren, Gary W., Debra
A., Russell Jr. and Racquet; and three great-grand-
children.
Harriet Baker '19 Prins died on Sunday, Jan. 28,
1996, at her residence in the Beneva Nursing Home
in Sarasota, Fla. She was 98.
She was bom in Grand Haven, Mich., in 1897.
She attended Hope Prep prior to attending the
college.
After her marriage to the Rev. Tunis Prins in
1923, she lived in White House Station, N.J., and
Herkimer, N.Y., where Tunis served Reformed
Church pastorships. In 1938, with her husband
and their two children, Harriet arrived in Pella,
Iowa, where Tunis had accepted the position of
athletic director and professor of physical educa-
tion at Central College.
Following Tunis's untimely death in 1949,
Harriet became head resident in Graham Hall, the
women's dormitory at Central. She began gradu-
ate work at Drake University, and earned her
master's degree in 1954. She was appointed dean
of women at Central in the same year, and served
in that position until she retired in 1962.
Following retirement, Harriet lived in Holland,
Mich., and later in Clearwater, Fla. Until breaking
her hip in 1992, she remained an active and vital
part of her church and community in Clearwater.
Well beyond the age of 80, she helped teach a
Sunday school class of preschool children. Until
age 92, she continued to drive her car and serve as
a chauffeur for her many friends.
Survivors include her daughter, Joyce
Schneider of Sarasota; her son, David, of Kirkland,
Wash.; six grandchildren; and seven great-grand-
children.
Contributions may be made in her name to
Hope College.
Lucien J. Raven '28 of Holland, Mich., died on
Saturday, Feb. 17, 1996, in a local nursing home.
He was 89.
He was the first recipient of the Realtor of the
Year Award of the Holland Board of Realtors. He
assisted with the building of Park Theater in
Holland, and served as a real estate agent for 45
years.
He attended Holland Business College, and was
a member of Hope Church.
Survivors include his wife. Avis; a daughter,
Linda and William Bremer of Golden, Colo.; eight
grandchildren; and nine great-grandchildren.
A daughter, Jane Woldring, preceded him in
death.
Vernon C. Reidsma '53 of Holland, Mich., died
on Thursday, Feb. 29, 1996, at his home. He was 83.
Bom in Holland, he graduated from Holland
High School, Hope and the University of Michigan,
where he earned a master's degree in art. He
served in the U.S. Navy on the USS Bougainville in
the South Pacific during World War 11.
He taught in several Holland-area school
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policy and strategy, and Torie Clarke,
former press secretary to President George
Bush.
Approximately 500 students from
around the country, including as far away
as California and Alaska, attended.
ADVANCEMENT ADDITION:
Scott Wolterink '88 has joined the staff of
Hope College as a regional advancement
director.
Wolterink's appointment marks a
return to the campus, hi addition to being
a Hope graduate, he
had been an admis-
sions counselor at
the college from
1988 through June of
1990.
His duties in-
clude responsibility
for Hope's fund-
raising efforts in the
Pacific Northwest, Scott Wolterink ’88
Iowa, Missouri,
southern Illinois, southern Indiana,
Detroit, Midland, and the Grand Rapids
and HoOand /Zeeland areas. He started
at the college on Monday, Feb. 5.
Immediately prior to joining the Hope
advancement staff, Wolterink was director
of the Career Development Center at Lake
Forest College in Illinois.
FACULTY KUDOS:
Elton J. Bruins '50, director of the A.C.
Van Raalte Institute for Historical Studies
at Hope, has had the second edition of The
Americanization of a Congregation released
by the William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company.
The book is a history of Third Reformed
Church of Holland. Prepared to follow the
125th anniversary year (1992-93) of the
church, which was organized in 1867, the
new edition includes information through
1995. Dr. Bruins wrote the first edition for
publication following Third Reformed's
centennial in 1967.
The book considers both the history of
the church and the way in which it was
"Americanized." The book's notion of
"Americanization" includes not only the
church's transformation from its Dutch
roots to include elements of American
church life, such as Sunday school and the
choir, but also the influence of American
culture in general.
The Americanization of a Congregation is
available in paperback, and costs $15.
Maxine DeBruyn, professor of dance
and chair of the department, received a
Meritorious Service Award from the
Midwest District of the American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance (AAHPERD) on Friday, Jan. 26.
The award recognizes dedicated service
in elected and voluntary leadership roles
which have significantly advanced health,
physical education, recreation and dance.
Professor DeBruyn was the first dance edu-
cator to receive one of the awards, which
were presented during the district's 1996
convention, held in Dearborn, Mich.
The Midwest District bestowed a total of
three Meritorious Service Awards this year,
as well as several other honors. The
six-state district includes Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.
A member of the Hope faculty since
1965, Professor DeBruyn has been active in
dance and arts associations and advocacy
locally, regionally and nationally for many
years.
Alfredo Gonzales and Neal Sobania
'68 traveled to Mexico in December, visit-
ing universities for possible future
educational partnerships with Hope and
cities that were candidates for a sister-city
relationship with Holland.
On Wednesday, Feb. 15, Holland's city
council voted unanimously to form
sister-city ties with Queretaro, one of the
cities the two Hope representatives visited
as candidates for such a connection. The
city, founded in 1531 by the Spanish, has
500,000 residents and is approximately 100
miles northeast of Mexico City.
According to Gonzales, who is Hope's
assistant provost, the Universidad
Autonoma de Queretaro, located in the
city, appears to be an excellent possibility
for a partnership with the college.
Dr. Sobania is director of international
education and an associate professor of
history, in addition to being a member of
Holland's International Relations
Commission, which recommended
Queretaro to the city council.
James Heisler and Joanne Stewart of
the Hope faculty have been named the first
recipients of the college's new "Provost's
Award for Excellence in Teaching."
The awards were announced during the
college's annual Faculty Recognition
Luncheon, held on Monday, Jan. 8. Dr.
Heisler is a professor of economics and
chair of the department; Dr. Stewart is an
associate professor of chemistry.
Dr. Nyenhuis, who is provost and pro-
fessor of classics, noted that Dr. Heisler
has distinguished himself as a mentor of
the college's faculty, particularly as chair
of the college's Teaching Enhancement
Workshop committee for the past six
years. He also singled out Heisler" s inno-
vation in the classroom, such as by
allowing students to learn creatively
through a "non-paper" — an unusual
project that they devise.
"He got wonderful results in the
process," Nyenhuis said. "Students did a
whole variety of projects which proved
valuable to them and of interest and value
to other students."
Dr. Stewart, Dr. Nyenhuis said, has
excelled in developing "cooperative learn-
ing strategies" — ways for students to leam
by working together. In addition to using
such strategies in her own courses, she has
conducted workshops at Hope and else-
where for other faculty interested in doing
the same.
Anne Larsen '70, professor of French,
has received a fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) for
her new edition of the collected works of
the Dames des Roches, mother-daughter
16th century French authors.
Competition was intense for the NEH's
"1996-97 Fellowship for College Teachers
and Independent Scholars." Only 87 of the
914 applications, or approximately 10
percent, were funded. Dr. Larsen received
the maximum, $30,000, award.
Madeleine and Catherine des Roches
lived in Poitiers, France, and wrote poetry,
dialogues and drama, and translated Latin
treatises into French. Their first two
volumes appeared in 1579 and 1583. Their
third volume, which was the first collec-
tion of private letters published by women
in France, was published in 1586, a year
before they died of the plague.
Dr. Larsen is producing a new, annotat-
ed, three-volume edition of the women's
works. It is the first printing of the Dames
des Roches' collection in more than four
centuries.
The first volume in Dr. Larsen's
edition, Les Oeuvres (The Works), was pub-
lished in 1993 by the Libraire Droz of
Geneva, Switzerland. She anticipates that
the second and third, Les Secondes Oeuvres
(The Second Works) and Les Missives (The
Letters), will be published in 1999, also by
Libraire Droz.
James Morrow, assistant professor of
music and director of choral activities, per-
formed at Carnegie Hall in New York,
N.Y., on Sunday, Jan. 21, 1996.
Professor Morrow performed in Verdi's
Requiem, singing bass with the Robert Shaw
Choral Institute Singers. The concert cul-
minated a choral workshop conducted at
the hall by Shaw.
The workshop ran Tuesday through
Sunday, Jan. 16-21, with 248 choral
masters, conductors and singers attending
its rehearsals and seminars. The concert
featured the 54-member Robert Shaw
Choral Institute Singers, 109 choral partici-
pants (selected by tape audition), soloists
and the Orchestra of St. Luke's, with Shaw
conducting.
It was Professor Morrow's fourth year
attending the workshop and performing in
the finale concert. He has also been on four
recordings with Shaw.
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systems, most recently in Hamilton, Mich., in
1977. He was a charter member of Montello Park
Christian Reformed Church.
Survivors include his wife, Ruth; children,
Carla and Bruce Masselink of Holland, Vernon
James and Patty Reidsma of Lansing, Mich.,
Ruthmary and Garry Kloosterman of Hot
Springs, Ark., and Deborah Grote of Kentwood,
Mich.; 10 grandchildren; two great-grandchil-
dren; brothers and sisters, Lloyd and Marie
Reidsma of Hudsonville, Mich., Russell and
Irene Reidsma of Holland, Donald and
Margaret Reidsma of Dearborn, Mich., and Ray
Reidsma, June and Edward Barber and Donna
Covington, all of Holland; and several nieces
and nephews.
John R. Scholten '54 of Holland, Mich., died
on Friday, Jan. 26, 1996, in Holland Community
Hospital. He was 64.
Bom in Blendon Township, Mich., he graduat-
ed from Sparta High School. He held a master's
in music from Westminster Choir College in
Princeton, N.J.
He worked for several years as a choir director
and music teacher in New York before retiring
and returning to Holland and serving as music
director at St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church.
Survivors include his wife, Betty; children,
David Scholten of Holland, Steven Scholten of
Holland, Franz and Kathy Scholten of Greenville,
N.Y., and Mary Beth and Mike Manoff of Elkins,
W.Va.; three grandchildren; his father, John R.
and Jeanette Scholten of Hudsonville, Mich.; a
sister, Nancy and Jay Kuiper of Jenison, Mich.; a
brother-in-law, the Rev. Maurice Schepers of
Ward E. Toner '50 of Traverse City, Mich.,
died on Tuesday, Jan. 2, 1996. He was 78.
He was bom on Jan. 4, 1917, in Grawn, the son
of Elijah and Anna (Palmer) Toner, and was a life-
long resident of Michigan. He served in the U.S.
Army during World War II, and was a lifelong
member of the Masons.
On July 17, 1976, he married Marie E. LaLone
Bums, who survives him.
Also surviving are his daughters, Karen Jean
Toner of Traverse City and Rhonda (Michael)
Treu of Kalamazoo, Mich.; a brother, Earl (Neva)
Toner of Zephyrhills, Fla.; stepchildren, Robert,
Suzanne and Michael Bums, and Sharon Wilcox,
all of Colorado; three grandchildren; and one
great-grandchild.
He was preceded in death by his parents, a
brother, two sisters and a son, Earl.
Laveme John Vander Hill '29 of Waverly,
Ohio, died on Friday, Feb. 9, 1996, in Pike County
Hospital after a short illness. He was 88.
A minister of the Reformed Church in
America, he was bom on July 17, 1907, and raised
in Holland, Mich.
After graduating from Hope, he taught
history and coached athletics at Cadillac (Mich.)
High School. After receiving a master of divinity
degree from the New Brunswick Theological
Seminary, he served churches in West Nyack,
N.Y.; New Brunswick, N.J.; and Queens Village in
New York City.
He was president, stated clerk and treasurer of
the Synod of New York, and a member of the
executive council of the General Synod of the
Reformed Church. During World War 0, he
served under the New Jersey State Council of
Churches, developing programs for chaplains
and three USOs at Camp Kilmer's Embarkation
Camp, New Brunswick.
He was the first executive director of the
Warwick Conference Center of the Reformed
Church in Warwick, N.Y. He was appointed to
the board of trustees or board of directors of
Hope, Northwestern College, New Brunswick
Theological Seminary and the Queens Federation
of Churches.
After his retirement in 1972, he served on the
staff of Willowbank in Bermuda and First
Reformed Church in Tampa, Fla.; Faith Reformed
Church and Second Reformed Church in
Zeeland, Mich.; and Christ Memorial Reformed
Church in Holland. For eight years he directed a
Bible Study Program in the Bristol Retirement
Community in Waverly.
Survivors include his wife of 62 years,
Jeanette Fisher Vander Hill; two sons, Warren
Vander Hill '60 and his wife Joy Philip '60
Vander Hill of Muncie, Ind., and James Vander
Hill '63 and his wife Mary Jane '65 Vander Hill
of Roanoke, Va.; four grandchildren; and three
great-grandchildren.
George Lewis Walters '63 of Aurora, Colo.,
died on Sunday, Dec. 17, 1995, from pancreatic
cancer.
He was originally from St. Joseph, Mich. He
earned his master of arts degree from Western
Michigan University and his doctor of education
from Northern Illinois University.
IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT WINNING;
IT’S ABOUT SERVING.
Coach Glenn Van Wieren and players Duane Bosma and Jason
VandeWoude spend a day with Holland elementary students.
What makes Hope College worthy of your support?
We educate great men and women — WINNERS —
and teach them to share their gifts with our world.
Please support Hope students with a gift to the
1995-96 Annual Fund before June 30.
He taught high school mathematics and busi-
ness in Indiana and Nebraska, and business
education at Wright State University in Dayton,
Ohio, and the University of Wisconsin in
Superior.
He and his wife, Arlene Arends '64 Walters
(who survives him), were both involved in the
ministry and direction of the Warwick
Conference Center in Warwick, N.Y., until last
year, when they moved to Colorado, where he
worked for the Insignia Financial Group.
In addition to his wife, survivors include three
children: a son, Mark L. Walters '91, his wife
Diana and their infant son Evan, of Conifer, Colo.;
a daughter, Jami L. Dears tyne, her husband Neil
and their son Austin, of Albany, N.Y.; and a son,
Eric J. Walters, age 16, of Aurora. He is also sur-
vived by his mother, Elizabeth Walters of
Sevierville, Tenn.
He was preceded in death by his brother and
father.
Silas Wiersma '27 of Rochester Hills, Mich.,
died on Monday, Jan. 15, 1996, at his home. He
was 89.
He was a 1932 graduate of the University of
Michigan School of Medicine.
He practiced internal medicine in Allendale,
Mich., from 1934 to 1943 and in Muskegon,
Mich., from 1943 to 1965, and was on staff at
Hackley and Mercy Hospitals in Muskegon.
From 1965 to 1991 he served as consultant in
physical medicine and rehabilitation for the state
of West Virginia.
He was a member of the Michigan and West
Virginia Medical Associations, the American
Medical Association, the American Congress of
Rehabilitation Medicine, the University of
Michigan Alumni Association, the New York
Academy of Sciences and Noachite Lodge #507 F.
& A.M. He was a life member of Saladine Temple
of Grand Rapids, Mich., past chair of the
Michigan Geriatric Society and Goodwill
Industries of Muskegon, and a member of the
University Presbyterian Church of Rochester
Hills.
Survivors include his wife Horence, who he
married on Dec. 24, 1932; a daughter, Margaret
(Thomas) Winn of Rochester Hills; a son, Fred
(Edwina) Wiersma of Lake Tahoe, Nev.; a
son-in-law, E. James Hoppe of Grand Ledge,
Mich.; six grandchildren; and six great-grand-
children.
He was preceded in death by a daughter,
Helen Wiersma '55 Hoppe, who died on Monday,
Jan. 1, 1996. Her obituary appears earlier in this
issue.
Rodney A. Zegers '62 of Rochester Hills,
Mich., died on Monday, Jan. 8, 1996. He was 56.
He was born in SanBorn, Iowa. After gradu-
ating from Hope he completed graduate work at
the University of Illinois in 1967.
He subsequently joined the counseling depart-
ment at Oakland University, and was director of
the university's counseling center from 1970 to
1973. He then went into private practice as a psy-
chologist for 22 years.
He enjoyed fishing and birdwatching. He was
a member of St. Paul's United Methodist Church
in Rochester, Mich.
Survivors include his wife, Susan; his chil-
dren, Kimberly (Daniel) Carson of Gig Harbor,
Wash., and Jane (Jeffrey) Teal of Eastpointe,
Mich.; stepchildren, Dwayne (Lisa) LaGrou of
Lapeer, Mich., Mark (Tammy) LaGrou of Imlay
City, Mich., and Bryan LaGrou of Rochester
Hills; nine grandchildren; his mother, Wilma
(James) Southerland of SanBorn; his
mother-in-law, Helen (Dr. Lloyd) McDowell of
Port Charlotte, Fla.; and siblings, Margaret Davis
of Columbus, Ohio, and Linda Pattison of
Lovington, N.M.
Sympathy to
The family of W. Russell McIntyre of
Holland, Mich., who died on Saturday, Feb. 24,
1996. He was 84.
He was a former member of the Hope faculty,
serving as professor of sociology and chair of the
department. He joined the faculty in 1971 and
retired in 1977, although he served as a teaching
associate from 1978 to 1982.
Survivors include his wife, Betty Jane; chil-
dren, Martha and Thomas Gwillim of Houston,
Texas, and William Jr. and Lola McIntyre of
Carmel, Ind.; four grandchildren; a brother,
Robert McIntyre; and nieces and nephews. He
was preceded in death by a daughter, Jane
McIntyre, in 1992.
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Faculty Profile
Impact Enduring
This year’s five faculty retirees represent 159 years of Hope teaching experience. From left to right are Dr. Carl Schackow,
Dr. Charles Huttar, Dr. Irwin Brink ’52, Dr. Cotter Tharin and Dr. Herb Weller.
I n future years, what
tales will be told when our
present times have
become the days of old.
What about the Hope College of 1996
will be, some 25 or 40 years hence, the
stuff of wistful recollection, or quaint in
its contrast or viewed as uncannily
prophetic? "Those were the days";
"Who could have guessed?"; "They
knew, even then."
Will one of this year's newest profes-
sors — perhaps fresh from graduate
school; adjusting to the challenge of bal-
ancing teaching, research and meetings;
maybe also learning how to make time
for family — be the stuff of legend?
The ways that he or she will shape the
college can only be imagined, but shaped
the college will be. His or her persona
will become a part of the blend that helps
make Hope personal and caring in a way
that sets it apart from other schools.
New programs — perhaps they will begin
modestly, unnoticed at first by the
broader community — will become
respected traditions. That which already
exists will be improved. Hundreds of
students will be touched, and will be the
better for it.
Happen it all will, because happen it
has.
The five professors retiring at the end
of the 1995-96 school year, each a part of
the college for more than a quarter
century, have left an indelible, positive
imprint on Hope. Indeed, it is difficult to
imagine the college without them: Dr.
Irwin Brink '52, professor of chemistry;
Dr. Charles Huttar, professor of English
and interim director of interdisciplinary
studies; Dr. Carl Schackow, professor of
education and chair of the department;
Dr. Cotter Tharin, professor of geology;
and Dr. Herb Weller, professor of
Spanish.
The five comprise the largest professo-
rial graduating class the college has had
in a decade. With 159 combined years of
service, they also leave with one of the
highest totals of collective years served.
"It's unusual to have five faculty
members retiring in the same year, and
considering the fact that the aggregate
total of years of service is over 150 years,
they obviously represent a significant
repository of institutional memory," said
Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis, provost and pro-
fessor of classics. "I think it's important
to note that all five of these faculty
members have served the college not only
as teachers but also as chairs of their
respective departments, and thereby each
of them has helped to shape the character
of his department and the curriculum
and instruction in his department."
There is more to be said about the
work the five have done, and the contri-
butions each has made to both the college
and their students, than a single article
can do justice. Here, though, are some
highlights.
“ It’s just great to be a part
of the Hope chemistry tradi-
tion. When I went here for
four years I was taught by
Harvey Kleinheksel and Gerrit
Van Zyl, who were two of the
outstanding chemistry faculty
at undergraduate institutions
at that time. And to be able
to follow in their footsteps
has really been a privilege.
Dr. Irwin Brink '52
When Dr. Brink joined the Hope faculty
in 1957, Hope had about 1,118 students.
Lubbers Hall (although that was not yet its
name) housed the department of chemistry,
and Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers '17 was Hope's
seventh president.
Times have changed. Enrollment has
more than doubled, to 2,927; chemistry is in
the Peale Science Center (a facility that, now
more than 20 years old, is being outgrown);
and Hope is on its 10th president, Dr. John
H. Jacobson.
When considering where to attend
college as an undergraduate. Dr. Brink
didn't look far. Raised in Hudsonville,
Mich., in the Reformed Church in America,
he recalls Hope as a given.
His post-graduate direction, however,
was less certain. As a new Ph.D., he had
been planning to go into industry. At the
time that it mattered, though, a position in
Hope's chemistry program opened up— a
position in physical chemistry, his specialty.
The opportunity to come back and give back
to the undergraduate school he'd so appre-
ciated was too much to resist.
Contribute he has. Dr. Brink is quick to
credit colleagues for the department of
chemistry's continued excellence, but talk to
others and you'll hear about him, too.
Examples include his teaching itself; his role
in developing the faculty-student research
model that has expanded from the sciences
to all of Hope's disciplines; and for being
instrumental, as both department chair and
dean for the natural sciences (the latter from
1982 to 1988), in hiring some of those out-
standing colleagues.
Those outside the college have valued his
work, too. For example, the National
Science Foundation (NSF) awarded him a
Faculty Fellowship to support a year of
study at the University of Michigan during
1967-68; and numerous additional grants
from the NSF supported Hope's undergrad-
uate researchers.
Dr. Brink doesn't have any grand plans
for his retirement years. He sees volunteer
work as a serious possibility, and would
also be open to teaching part-time in the
department as needed (something his
recently- retired colleagues, Dr. Eugene '52
and Elaine Jekel, have continued to do).
I never lost the sense that I
was having opportunities to grow
professionally in various ways...l
[also] had the sense, right from the
start, that here was an institution
that had things together profes-
sionally and in terms of what this
sort of institution should be. I’m
very grateful to Hope College for
what it is and what it has meant to
me and given to me.,,
Dr. Charles Huttar
After 11 years of teaching elsewhere. Dr.
Huttar was looking for a change when he
received a call from Hope inviting him for
an interview. It didn't take him long to
realize that Hope offered an appealing blend
of qualities; he joined the faculty in 1966.
Dr. Huttar has particularly appreciated
Hope's ability to relate faith and learning,
informing intellectual inquiry with a
Christian perspective. He feels that the del-
icate balance is important, each dimension
benefitting from the other.
His part in the process included linking
Hope with Christian Scholar's Review when
it started in the early 1970s, and a role in
obtaining a grant from the Knight
Foundation to support inquiries in faith
and learning. He was also instrumental in
establishing the college's "Senior Seminar"
program, which provides Hope seniors
with a capstone course that helps them
bring together the many lessons learned
during their time at the college. In addition,
he was centrally involved in establishing
the college's on-going Arts and
Humanities Colloquium Series, and in 1984
founded Extra Muros, a newsletter for
Hope faculty that shared both their accom-
plishments and opportunities beyond
campus such as fellowships.
Dr. Huttar's own scholarship has includ-
ed editing several books and booklets,
among them Can there be a Christian criticism
of literature? and (with Hope colleague Dr.
Peter Schakel) Word and Ston/ in C.S. Leivis.
He has also written more than 100 articles
and book reviews, in publications ranging
from Shakespeare Quarterly, to Christian
Scholar's Review. His specialties include C.S.
Lewis and the Inklings generally, and also
the theological implications of literature,
drama and poetry.
Dr. Huttar's primary plan for retirement
is to treat it like an extended sabbatical — that
(Continued on page 11.)
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